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So real you can taste it. 
Ken Griffey Jr. Presents: Major League Basebatt. 

Until now, to get the feeling of major 

League baseball, you had to be willing to eat a 

98-mile-per-hour horsehide sandwich. 

No more. "Ken Griffey Jr. Presents: 

* Major League Baseball" 

gives you all the 

excitement of (ge R@iey-i-y-yer-n eae 

For a fraction of the cost of recon- OvER 700 UNIQUE EXTRA-HUGE BATTERS, 
PLAYERS, INCLUDING EXTRA-CLEAR TEAM LOGOS. 

7 7 i] ; F structive dental surgery. Because it Ss KEN GRIFFEY JR. HIMSELF IT LOOKS AND PLAYS LIKE 
AN ARCADE GAME. 

the first and only baseball game that plays by Ken Griffey 

Jr.'s hard and fast rules: Play hard. And play fast. 

And the realism doesn't end there. Check out NHL® Stanley 

Cup® Hockey and NCAA® Basketball. They've got Super NES' 

exclusive [tema perspective. So your viewpoint 

rotates with every change of possession, objects 

4 shrinking and scaling with every step. 

Just like you're on the field with 

“the pros. (The best play In NHL STANLEY CuP 
HOCKEY, IF A SLAP SHOT DOESN’T 

oa 9 SCRAMBLE YOUR OPPONENT’S 

here, remember?) re AGREE te 
MOST CERTAINLY WILL. 

Ys 

And those are just a few of the 

titles in the [EBeakues Super NES Sports 

Hn jcises. omnes YOu Want, a-tastevot the major | c Sf 

leagues, just open wide and say, . SUPER NINTENDO laiy Here 

"Gimme the games of the Super NES." GiaalIaESe 

With Lots more to come. | 

Tf. NCAA BASKETBALL GIVES YOU ALL So forget the next Level. 

Ken Griffey Jr. Presents: Major League Baseball scheduled for arrival before Opening Day. *© 1994 Nintendo of America INC. © MLB 1994 **The NHL Shield, NHL team names and logos and 
Stanley Cup wording are trademarks of NHL Enterprises, Inc © NHL 1993. The Nintendo video game is an officially licensed product of the National Hockey League. 1993 Sculptured Software, Inc. 

sq Licensed exclusively to Nintendo.” **© 1992 Hal America Inc. © 1992 Nintendo of America Inc. Developed by Sculptured Software, Inc. NCAA and Final Four are trademarks of the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association. The National Collegiate Athletic Association, The Southwest, Southeastem, Atlantic Coast, Big East, and Big Eight conference names, logos and statistics used by permission. 
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CHRIS GORE 
Hometown: Royal Oak, Michigan 

Game of Choice: Art of Fighting 2 
On video-game violence: “Most 

of the kids that I’ve talked to have 

told me that, nine times out of ten, 
when they rip their friends’ heads off, 
the spine doesn't even come off with it!” 

MIKE DAVILA 
Hometown: Staten Island, New York 

Game of Choice: NBA JAM 
On video-game babes: “It would be great if a rating 

system for female video-game characters existed. I'd 

give Cammy a 10!” 

CHRIS BIENIEK 
Hometown: Chicago, Illinois 

Game of Choice: Sonic the Hedgehog 3 

On CD games: “I think CD-ROM is overrated as a 

game platform; it'll be years before anybody fully 

exploits the advantages it offers. For now, keep those 

cartridges coming!” 

NIKOS CONSTANT 
Hometown: Los Angeles, California 

Game of Choice: NBA JAM 
On Mortal Kombat II: “The Pong thing is no 

big deal.” 

PUBLISHER 
LARRY FLYNT 

This month we leave our battles at the arcade and give 
you the chance to get to know the staff a little better. 

you'll have an advantage over any gunless opponent.” 
BETTY HALLOCK 
Hometown: Ridgecrest, California 

Game of Choice: Atomic Punk 

On Chun-Li: “Chun-Li will always be better than 

Cammy. Cammy needs a new hairdo and needs to get 
rid of the dorky hat. | even like Chun-Li's moves better. 
Too bad her fan doesn't work like Kitana’s.” 

ZACH MESTON 
Hometown: Lahaina, Hawaii 

Game of Choice: Heimaal! 

On NBA JAM: “Here's a challenge to all VBA JAM 

players—l'll take on anyone, anytime, anywhere and 
beat them—dquaranteed!” 

JEFF TSCHILTSCH 
Hometown: San Diego, California 

Game of Choice: World Series Baseball 

On game design: “Why does every Super NES RPG 

have characters that are as tall as they are wide?” 

PRESIDENT 
JIM KOHLS 

ERIC NAKAMURA 

Hometown: Los Angeles, 

@ California 

Game of Choice: Lethal 

Enforcers 
On fighting games: “Kick hard 

at the knees. With this information, 

JOSIE KREUZER 
Hometown: Buffalo, New York 

Game of Choice: Zombies Ate My Neighbors! 

On Zombies Ate My Neighbors!: “The Chainsaw 
Maniacs are the most! Man oh man—they.get my 
adrenaline pumpin’ every time.” 

CATHY RUNDELL 
Hometown: Manteca, California 

Game of Choice: Kid Dracula 
On life: “Never give a duck a gun.” 

ELLEN WILKS-STOKES 
Hometown: Auckland, New Zealand 

Game of Choice: Escape From Monster Manor 
On fighting: “Low punch plus low kick!” 

NICK FAIGIN 
Hometown: Van Nuys, California 

Game of Choice: Lethal Enforcers 

On Lethal Enforcers' colorful weaponry: “A pink 

gun? | don't think so. Regardless, | have spent way too 

many quarters shooting at these video suckas!” 
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VioEoGames: So how did you get hooked up with Sega? 

‘Chill EB: Through Goodby, Berlin & Siverstein (GBA), an 
agency in San Francisco. They called me to’ do a voice-over for 

“Partnership for a Drug Free America,” and then, when | did that, 

they asked me if | would come in and do a voice-over for Sega, 

and | said yeah, Next thing you know, min L.A. filming my first 

Sega commercial. 

VioeoGames: Did you create the Sega “man in the TV” 

character? That guy is extremely different from your 

rap persona. 
C.E.B.: | say “yes, probably,” but no, because pretty much the 

language of the commercial had already been written by writers, 

and what | did was take that to the next level. They had some 
things they wanted me to say and they allowed me to adjust 

words to make ‘em fit, and they gave me total freedom to play 

around and see what | could come up with. So | was just kinda 

fone croune ane tiey octc, we Wart you tO ells Guy. . ile 

whole image is the 
kid i§ playing the 
game and hes not 
doing such a great 
job, and youre try- 

ing |f0 encourage 
himjand pump him 

up in a certain way 

that will get him 

really fired up. 

And all of a Sud- 
den, the kids 
jamming away at 

the game, and, 

sknowingethatsshowsweswanisyoustoscome-across, using these 

words right here, can you make it work?” So it was cool, they al- 

lowed me fo just experiment, and it was kind of a joint thing, 

VioeoGames: Do you play video games? 

C.E.B.: Do | play video games? What a question. All the time. My 
sons—Jay actually is pretty good at some of the games we 

play—some of the sports games and stuff like that. Joshua 

doesn't comprehend it yet. He's the baby. 

VioEoGAmes: What systems do you own? 

C.E.B.; That's a loaded question! I've got the Sega CD and | also 
have the Game Gear. 

. Weriai Kombo ihy Winey. 

. NBA JAM by Williams 

. Mortal Kombat by Midway 

. Lethal Enforcers by Konami 
. Final Lap 3 by Namco 
. Run & Gun by Konami 
. Title Fight by Sega 
. NFL Hard Yardage by Strata 
. Super Chase by Taito 
. SF Il: Champion Edition by Capcom 

ViozoGameEs; What’s 

your favorite type 
of game? 

C.E.B.: | like the sports 

Video games. 

ViozoGames: Any cur- 
rent faves? 

C.E.B.; Montana (94. 

f Theres a few OF them that | really like that | think are 
vel CRAP Ate good games. Most of: my-buddiessplaystheMadden=94~andekim 

not really any good at Madden. !m not really good—believe it or 

tl | not—at Montana, but | just play and it's fuin to play, | like the bas- 
kelball games especially, 

by Nick Faigin 
VingoGames: | know you’re an advocate of antivio- 

CHILL ER lence, so how do you feel about violence in video 

: = games? 

C.E.B.: | understand why some people have a concern about 

the violence in video games. For me and my kids, we Know it’s 
a video game. We know when we're Sitting down Were going 

to be entertained by a video game. | would hope that the kids 

that are into the video games would know that this is only en- 

tertainment—it’s only a game and understand it for what it is. 

BORN SUSPICIOUS Y'know what I’m saying? It's almost like what theyre saying 

= SCwWOONnNoanrhwn— 

© UE BACT BY Sbia 
. Cyhersled by Namco 
. Suzuka 8 Hours by Namco 
. Outrunners by Sega 
. Lucky & Wild by Namco 
. Air Combat by Namco 
. Crime Patrol by ALG 
. Race Drivin’ by Atari 
. Moto Frenzy by Atari 
. Mad Dog MeCree by ALG 

about the violence in music and with the Violence in movies. It 

all leads up to violence in general. This is a violent society. | 

understand a lot of people's concern about Mortal Kombat, but 

I dont understand how the kids that are out there doing the Vi- 

olence and stuff that they're going through right now, | don't 

think that it's generated solely by one thing or another. | think 

it’s a lot of different things, but mostly it's a lack of education 

and not knowing themselves. | think a person is pretty well 

rounded as a human being first, whether he's youna or old, 

and then-he can indulge in an Arnold Schwarzenegger movie 

without — taking 

Terminator to the 

exlfeme. He may 

be! able to in- 

dulge in a video 

game without 

gaing out there 

and trying to rip 
out somebody's 



IDEOGAMES chats with 

Ken Soohoo, lead 

programmer of Dou- 

ble Switch and one of the biggest 

talents at the interactive movie 

studios of Digital Pictures. 

Ken Soohoo: As of April, I'll 

have been here two years. | 

worked for Atari from 1988 to 

1990 on the Atari 7800 and the 
Atari 800 computer. Nothing 

you would have heard of, just 

programming tools, sound 

tools and graphics tools. 

K.S.: | worked on all the Make 

My Video titles. They were 

originated at Hasbro and were 

given to me when | came on-- 

board, since | was the junior 

programmer [laughs]. | did 

have some design input. on 

them. | also worked on the 
sound drivers for Night Trap. 

OCOMWU ON Oo hwN - 

K.S.: [laughs] | program tools! 

Right now, I'm working on a 

tool, but | can't tell you what. ° 

We always continue to improve 

our programming tools; look at 

the difference in video quality 

between Night Trap and Double 

Switch. | did the compression 

tools in Prize Fighter and Dou- 

ble Switch. Actually, there are 

lots of stages of compression; | 

did the final stage. 

K.S.: We have a Jaguar in the 

office, and | spent a lot of time 

playing Cybermorph, although 

it was kind of hard to learn. I've 

been playing a lot of The 7th 

Guest on the IBM PC. One of 

my all-time favorites that | still 
play a lot is Smash TV on the 

Super NES. I’m also really im- 

pressed with the John Madden 

Football games. 

The game that got me 

hooked on video games was 

Star Raiders. From the sound to 

the graphics to the feel of the 

motion as you flew through 

space—boy, it was great. 

: World Rally by Capcom 

Gal’s Panic 2 by Kaneko 

. Fatal Fury Special by SNK 

. World Heroes 2 by SNK 

. Neck N’ Neck by Bundra 

. Daioh by American Sammy 

. Warriors of Fate by Capcom 

. Super Street Fighter ii hy Capcom 

. SF il: Turbo Champion Edition by Capcom 

> Was 

K.S.: The budget was $1.75 
million. We did 16 days of 

shooting, with a total produc- 

tion time of six weeks. There's a 

lot of preproduction and post- 

production time involved: We 

started filming late, so they did- 

n't expect the game to be out 

until the first quarter of 1994. 

We raced the clock to get it 

out. On November 12, | deliv- 

ered a final version, and they 

didn’t know what to do with it. 

We were warning them we 

were ahead of schedule 

[laughs]. |f they're prepared for 

a title, they can turn it around 

in seven days. 

InEN F 

K.S.: | was on the set for a cou- 

ple of days. We rented this big 

old soundstage, a gigantic, 

cavernous room. The set was 

built about ten feet off the 

ground, and all the traps fell 
down underneath the set. | was 

there for the first day of shoot- 

ing, when the stuntmen were 

testing out the traps, and | was 

thinking, “That's gotta hurt.” 

ocoweonoou Mm —_ 

K.S.: Debbie Harry was great. 

I'm a product of the late '70s 

and early ‘80s, so I'm really a 

big fan of hers. One day, | was 

walking out of the production 

office saying how I've got to 

meet her, and | nearly walked 

right into her. She was really 

good about it. 

K.S.: Corey's a great guy. | ex- 

pected him to be a real prick, 

but he’s really nice. | walked up 
to him and | went, “Hi, I'm the 

programmer of Double Switch.” 

He goes, “Man, I'd love to know 

how this works.” So | spent a 

couple of hours explaining to 

him how the game works be- 

tween takes. 

| would describe him as 

your typical late-teens/early- 

20s college-type dude. He's re- 

ally into the L.A. scene. Really 

MORUCMCIESISE 

. Addams Family by Midway 

. Wipeout by Gottlieb/Premier 
. Tales From the Crypt by Data East 
. Judge Dredd by Bally 
. Twilight Zone by Midway 
. Jurassic Park by Data East 
. Creature From the Black Lagoon by Midway 
. Last Action Hero by Data East 
. Tee’d Off by Gottlieb/Premier 

K.S.: Every one of our prod- 

ucts has a secret scene of 
some sort. It was my pro- 

ducer, Dena Maheras, who 

saw that scene during the 

“film to tape” transfer process. 
She said, “If we can use this, 

itd be really great.” We MPs 
beeped it /Lyle uses a very 

naughty word at one point] 

because Sega didn’t want us 

to leave it in there. We can un- 

derstand that! 

K.S.: | got interviewed about | 
that for a local TV station. The 

quote they got from me was, 

“It's an anticensorship thing.” | 

don't like anyone telling me 

what | can or cannot do. 

Toys ‘R’ Us didn't take 

Mortal Kombat off the shelves. 

MK will sell three or four mil- 

lion copies. We're talking $150 
million-$200 million in sales. 
Night Trap will sell maybe 

400,000 copies over its life- 

time. Of course Toys ‘R’ Us is 

going to pull Night Trap. | 

They're doing something polit- 

ically correct and something 

that doesn't cost them a lot of 

money. 

K.S.: Yeah, we actually did. | 

don’t think he was available at | 

the time. 



formers using the TV show as 
a guide. This synopsis is in- 
valuable for any TV trivia buffs 
out there. There is also a “Real 

History of the 

Transformers” 
# | that explains 

4 the relationship between Has- 1 ie 
bro and Marvel Comics in the FEASORY OVERLOAD _ Issue #4 
production of Transformer Issue #1 This is the first all-Jaguar 
toys, cartoons, movies and These folks must be really into themselves, zine to come out; but it's 

comics. With reviews of indi- since they plastered pictures of their sweet really just a flyer with info 

vidual episodes, Top 10 lists of and innocent high school faces on the front on the New York premiere 

the most powerful We The innards i the ed Aen 

1 | story about going to last Transformers and a of this zine are re- licensing, a tignting game 

can | ae Vegas CES with a detailed description of ally good. The arti- ae ad two ae 

parental unit and scamming free product. two transformers, Transzine tickled cle about puking Fi i Soe an 

This zine has humor, which is missing from my pink with its informative and en- up fried shrimp at a ca p ae ae - Sa 
| most of the stiffs in fandom. Send 50¢ or two tertaining topic. Write t Well-known steak super Jaguar fan, the “Jag Index" will proba- 

: : house chain is bly interest you, with a complete listing of all | 

sicker eee ee ee eles) probably one ofthe the Jaguar articles written in the big kid mag- | 

| SNK. It’s not 60 Minutes or fa nate: some warm milk. Come on, guy! | 
anything, but it's 0.K. All inall, think there should be more attitude shown 
Beyond Gamingis kind of anti- here. After all, this is the guy who coolly told i 
septic, like the stuff you read at +Zach Meston to “go away.” Send $1 to: In | 
the dentist's office. Senda buck Between the Lines, 2406 Red Maple Court, | 
to Ryan Smith, 89 Arundel Troy, MI 48098. | 
Place, St. Louis, MO 63105, 

Ly 

Pannen 
Issue #2 

Straight Outta Arizona, Fanar- 
chyclaims to “Make the Atyp- 
ical Typical.” Oooh, sounds 

) just like Lollapalooza! Yep, 
) this is a punkish fanzine with 
) lots of opinion and a great 

Tne JunGuE 

q 

Game ZERO 
Volume 2, Issue #4 

| Ifyou want slick and free, Game Zero is your 
magic. The best article was on the mystery 
of the missing Hellraiser game rumored for 

Hevono Hane 
Volume 1, Issu 

This is another zine that tries 
you with a color cl 
binding. All| can th 

more entertaining 
articles I've ever 
fead in a gaming 
zine. There should 
be more puking 

less fandom gossip, 

azines. Send a SASE to: /he Jungle, c/o | 
Matthew J. Szewezyk, 18C Boyle Ave., Cum- 
berland, Rl 02864-2306. 

Tormuy Super WES 
Volume 2, 

Issue 5, #12 3 ________felease back in 1990 for “This guy is either rich, stupid A 
7 |aME ZERO. the NES. The review sec- Sure, it looks kind of flashy, but the extta ex- 
i *1 tion is deep, but how pense usually doesn't improve the con- i 
—mm|| about some more per-  tents—which is the most important part of a {If REIWEED Tht Lines een ele 

; } sonality? With mick- zine. We've reviewed Beyond Gaming be- Issue #4 grammar critique, to the 
y ‘lames like Ferrari Man fore, but some of its unique qualities seem How /B7L can like both the Activator and worst, an idiotically stupid 
q and R.LP., you should to have been lost since the first issue. The — Ferna/ Champions and give a good review attack on a fanzine editor 

really be rewing my en- concentration to my favorite zine, An- that would be 
/) gine or slaying me with on NeoeGeo swer Mel makes the funny if the 
@) style. Contact Game games stil hairs on my stomach fs writer wasn't so pathetic with words. 
m1 Zero, P.O. Box 169, hangs on, but curl. There are lots of re- 

SO) 
‘much of Send $1.50 to: Sensory Overload, This is the last issue of To- 
2915 E. Allerton Ave., St. Francis, WI53235. tally Super NES and it is a 

BEYOND GANILNE 

World Hervas 2 

' BH If you're going to argue about sex- 
Columbus, OH 43216. the sports em- views and a good inter- ism, don'tcall somebody a bitch. It’s 

RANSTINE phasis is lost. view with Virgin's musi- not very neighborly. The best article — 
Too bad. cal mouthpiece, Tommy & in the whole issue is a letter to some 

__ Issue #1 ____ There's a fairly Tallarico, who, as al- guy named Katz. Very funny. Send 
| love this zine! Basically, a compulsive's interesting in- ways, speaks his mind. $1.50 to Tolally Super NES, 3216 | 

' guide to the world of the Transformers, 7ran- terview with The philosopher on the § ! f Colebrook Court, Mississauga, ON | 
| szinefeatures a complete history of the Trans- Chad Okada of back page sounds like L5N3E2 CANADA. 
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TAGUAR 

Peter Ward « 

ie nite ie ie aye crinishen! A irk aeeaah Wt Sint te Rig 
2. Madden NFL '94 by EA Sports ine he 
3. Secret of Mana by Square Soft 2. Madden NFL '94 by EA Sports 
4. Lufia: Fortress of Doom by Taito 3. Mortal Kombat by Acclaim 
5. Mortal Kombat by Acclaim 4. Eternal Champions by Sega 
6. NBA Showdown by EA Sports 5. Sonic Spinhall by Sega 
7. NHL Hockey ’94 by EA Sports 6. NHL Hockey ’94 by EA Sports 
8. Romance of the Three Kingdoms III by Koei 7. Tecmo Super NBA Basketball hy Tecmo 
9. Street Fighter il Turbo by Capcom 8. Tecmo Super Bow! by Tecmo 

10. Tecmo Super Bowl by Tecmo 9. PGA Tour Golf Il by EA Sports 
10. Disney’s Aladdin by Sega 

AYE TSS OSes, 



Using teamwork and imagination, confuer the Wott of he ee 
‘Star Neverglades But ibe Ficdiut_p — <= 

the-Red Crawlers, Flying Elephants and Biker Ducks Gre htmting Oy ~~ ny ny down! You'll need to use all of your skals to defeat 
tenant eed 

_ the magic realm. 

| to new levels. 
| Earn valuable coins and gems in 

the Bonus Games, 

_ Launch Squeak into action to 



answered in Soundboard. Because of 
this problem, I, Betty, have taken it upon myself 
to answer any questions you readers have for me. 
Don’t be shy; I’m not. Just mark your letters At- 
tention: Betty for some of my specia/ attention. 

Dear Betty, 
| decided to grow my hair long because | wanted to 

been giving me a lot of flack. They're always telling me 
that I’m ugly or that | secretly want to become a woman. 
How am | supposed to handle this? 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Dear Demitrius, 
| hope you know just how ignorant your parents are. 

- You can do whatever you want with your hair, and it’s ab- 
solutely none of their business. I'm sure you look fabu- 
lous. And besides, what's wrong with wanting to become 

a woman? $ 

- Dear Betty, 
| have some really big problems. Please give me 

some advice. 
1. Everybody in my classes teases me because | like 

Sonic. They say that | shouldn't be in the seventh grade 
and that | should be in the first grade. : 

2. There are these two girls that actually like me. 
_ They follow me everywhere! They are in all my classes. 
At lunch, they always sit at the same table as me. Finally, 
one day at a comic-book store | was playing the X-Men 
arcade game and one of them asked me out! What should 
| do? Please help me out. And thank you very much for 
your time. 

—Ryan 
Portland, Oregon 

_ Dear Ryan, 
Don't worry about the Sonic problem. | like Sonic, 

and I'm in the 77th grade. Besides, it sounds like you're 
the one who's got it going on with the ladies. You should 
definitely accept her invitation. | think you'll be glad you 

did. She probably likes Sonic too. 

Dear Betty, 
I've got this major problem. I'm 14 years old and live 

in a town of less than 500 people. Three blocks away 
_ from my house is Main Street. My dad won't let me go 
there (with my friends) after dark. How can | assure him 
that | won't get hurt? 

—Leroy 
Allentown, Kansas 

Dear Leroy, 
What happens in Kansas after dark anyway? Just 

"kidding. But maybe you should mention that to your dad. 
And maybe you could compromise on some kind of cur- 

e get a lot of different letters here at | 
WioEoGames, not all of which can be | 

do something different. But ever since, my parents have | 

—Demitrius | 

few. By the way, do you have to ride 40 miles on your bike 
just to get this magazine? 

Dear Betty, 
My girlfriend said she'd give me her phone number, but 

she said if her mom found out she had a boyfriend her mom 
would freak. Do you think her mom would freak? 

—Rocko 
Thousand Oaks, California 

Dear Rocko, A 
| don’t see why her mom would freak. What you've got 

to do is take control of the whole situation. Tell your girl- | 
friend you can handle her mom. You can't let her mom con- 
trol your life. And also tell your girlfriend to cough up the 
phone number. | don’t think she qualifies as your girlfriend 
if you don’t have her phone number. Also take into consid- 
eration that maybe she just doesn't want to give it to you. 
How do you like them apples? 
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A Ciassie Collector 
| have an Odyssey’ that my 

grandpa had given to me along with 
11 games. | was wondering if! should 
hang on to them as collector's items. 
What do you think? Also, what was 
the first game system made? 

—Jason Kaplan 
High Point, North Carolina 

Definitely hang on to the Odyssey’, 
Jason. With the Vectrex and other 
‘Classic’ video-game systems going 
up in value, some of the more obscure 
machines are sure to follow. The first 
programmable home video-game sys- 
tem, by the way, was the predecessor 
of the machine you currently own: the 

/ original Odyssey, by Magnavox. 

Everybody Has Their Own 
Opinion 

| have never written to complain 
about a review before, but | feel the re- 
view of Beauty and the Beast: Belle's 
Questin your February 1994 issue was 
not completely fair. | am the father of 
three kids; my two sons and | are 
video-game fanatics, but my daughter 
is not into gaming as much as we are. 
She hates frantic button pushing and 
most games piss her off—she wants 
to join in the fun, but her idea of enter- 
tainment differs from ours. | bought 
her Belles Quest for Christmas and 
she said she liked it, but affer | read 
your review (in which you said it was 
sexist and suggested not to rent it) | 
thought maybe my daughter was just 
saying she liked the game to spare my 
feelings. So | let her read your review, 
and she defended her game with all the 
passion of a true gamer defending any 
street fighting game. | think you should 
allow for a rebuttal of the five-and- 
under rated games. If | had seen your 
review before buying the game, | never 
would have bought it...and my 
daughter would have missed out on a 
great Christmas present. 

—Michael Anderson 
Newark, Delaware 
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We stand by our reviewers’ opin- 
fons, but there are some games that 
some people love and others hate. 
Keep in mind that a review in any mag- 
azine is simply an educated opinion. 
It’s not intended to make your pur- 
chasing decision for you; rather, it's 

qualified information that you can use 
to make your own decisions. Youre 
bound to disagree with some of our re- 
views from time to time, but as you be- 
come more familiar with our rating 

system and reviewers’ criteria, the in- 
formation will become more valuable 
to you. Our goal is not to tell you 
which games you should or should not 
buy; what we aim to deliver Is an accu- 

rate description of the good and bad 

points of a particular title, then we try 
to seé if the pluses outweigh the mi- 
nuses. What we perceived as big mi- 
nuses in Belle's Quest may have been 
completely unimportant to your 
daughter—if you have a good idea of 
why you like the games you like, youll 
get the most out of our reviews. 

Your idea for a reader rebuttal to 
our reviews Is interesting, however. If 
we get a good enough response in 

our letters section to some reviews, 
maybe we could include a readers’ re- 
view section in the magazine. If peo- 
ple write in with well-thought-out 
opinions on games, perhaps we can 

work something out. Readers? 

Oooops! 
Chris Gore's review of Clay 

Fighter in your December issue erro- 
neously states on page 65 that “the 
characters [in Clay Fighter] were 
sculpted and photographed at Will 
Vinton Studio.” In fact, the Clay 
Fighter characters were designed, 
sculpted and photographed by Dan- 
ger Productions, which performed all 
of the animation for Clay Fighter. Will 
Vinton Studios was not at all involved 
in the Clay Fighter project. 

It is extremely unfortunate that 
your reviewer credited the wrong com- 
pany with animation described as 

“amazing. Danger Productions Inc. 
requests that you print a correction 
crediting Danger Productions with the 
animation (including character design, 
sculpting and photography) of Clay 
Fighter prominently in your next issue. 

—Wendy Bleiman 
General Counsel 

Danger Productions Inc. 
Brisbane, California 

Sorry about that, Wendy. Some 
lines got crossed between talking with 
Interplay and writing the review. For- 
tunately, in the Mechanics section on 
page 11 in that same issue, Danger 
Productions was properly credited, 
and was also mentioned several times 
in the strategy guide beginning on 
page 54. We sure did love the game, 
though...Bravo! 

VideoGames: Ripping the 
System 

| read both the letter from Califor- 
nia Attorney General Daniel Lungren 
and your reply to it in the February 
1994 issue of ViozoGames. | would like 
to take this opportunity to commend 
you on the excellent response to Attor- 
ney General Lungren’s letter. Thank 
you for your courage and leadership 
on this issue. Keep speaking the truth, 

—Dr, Philip Rubin 
Fairfield, Connecticut 

A New Lynx? 
| must congratulate you on your 

excellent magazine; | love all the 
changes. | have a few questions about 
the Atari Lynx. (1 own the original Lynx 
and have a small library of games.) | 
recently heard from a friend that Atari 
was making a “Lynx 3” that could play 
CD games. Is Sony involved? Is Atari 
really making a CD Lynx? Will the 
original Lynx be compatible with CD 
games? lf so, how much will it cost? | 
also heard Atari was making a fourth 
Lynx that has something to do with 
computers. Is this true? Well, | know 
you wont print this, but | would really 
like a response. 

Doug Edsey 
Park Ridge, Illinois 

We MBS NE MAGN Tse 

Whooo...your friends are telling 
some pretty tall tales, Doug. Atari's 
portable is still alive, but Lynx activity 
is nowhere near as high-gear as these 
rumors would have it. Atari has yet to 
explain the ComLynx capabilities of 
its 64-bit Jaguar, though; there's 
speculation that the Jaguar may be 

able to use the Lynx as some kind of 
intelligent controller. Imagine playing 
a football game on the Jaguar and se- 
lecting plays on the Lynx screen so 
your opponent cant see. It could ac- 
tually happen... 

MK Il Addiction 
Recently, | heard of the new 

Mortal Kombat / coin-op game. | 
am now addicted to it. Even though 
| didn’t play—because the line was 
so long—l still love it. | was won- 
dering if you could tell me all of the 
special moves. | Know you are not 
supposed to, but please—| am beg- 
ging you. 

—Asa F. Freed 
Miami, Florida 

You should be really stoked 
when you see this issue, Asa. Keep 
looking to our pages for the most 
complete Mortal Kombat || coverage 
anywhere! 
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Codes for use with Galoob’s 
Game Genie Video Game 

Enhancers 

Also at the SNES Tournament Fighters title screen, try entering the time-honored “Konami 
Code” on controller 2: Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A. Next, choose the 
“Options” screen and you'll find a new setting (“Hi-Speed 3”) at the “Game Speed” option. 
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PKIOING Ne s3 
To start on any stage in this Sega 

CD sci-fi shooter, go to the Start 
Game/Difficulty menu and highlight 
the word “Normal.” Next, press A to 
cycle through the different difficulty 
settings and hold the A button down | 
when you get back to the Normal set- | 
ting. While holding A, press and hold 
C and START: then, while continuing c 

to hold those three buttons—with the . a ia pital 
TOOM\CLEUE MUM MMUCRSC (cele luau . 
press Up on the D-pad. You'll hear a 
chime to indicate that you've skipped 
a stage; continue to press Up to skip | 
as many stages as you wish. (Two | eee 

i TI “oT 

riTUS THE FOx 
(Titus for the Game Boy) 

cela 
chimes will start you at the third | 
stage, three chimes will start you at | 
the fourth stage, and so on.) Next, 
choose “Start Game” to play the iia ‘ foes rst level \ 
selected stage! eee | point 
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The JAGUAR 
64-Bit SYSTEM. 

You want power? How about 100 

times more power than 16-bit systems. 4
 

Color graphics? You think 16.7 | 

million colors will hold you? 

Maybe you're looking for fast, real- Va 

world animation? Tell you what. You 

better have a strong stomach. 

Cuz this is Jaguar.” And this ain't no toy. 

We're talking 64 bits of power and 3-D 

animation. As in three dimensions. Asin 

this stuff is real. You're not just pretending 

to fly a plane. You are in the cockpit. You are 
THE GALACTIC WAR 

dodging bullets and bombs and mountains 

"Game of the Month” 
— Diehard Game Fan 

and bridges. And you are sweating. 
tl i 

Dino Dudes and it Magnons 

You've also got CD-quality sound 
AS EGUN guide a be Dea | - “i 

to deal with, and arcade-quality 
to the top 0 ero ea 

games that are so multi- 
lo ou Know! where Your p

ods are? On your prehistoric ale you 
\\ 

layered and deep 
BS -<cover fire, Weapons: 2 

you may never 
( y A E A M 0 A P H 

aa You'll battle cree a 

find your The evil Pernitia Empire has the ultimate 
rival rides, 2 ing a 

weapon: robotic technologies that can 
you can to avold B : 

rebuild themselves. The good news is your endangered species: 

forces had new weapons designed. The Evolve or die, dude. 

bad news is your scientists were seized by 

the enemy and sealed into pods along with
 

vital supplies and information. 

As pilot of Cybermorph Transmogriffon, Te 

a prototype morphing attack craft, you must 
\iauaaaal 

recover the pods so the resistance fighters 
\igalm 

can halt the Pernitia Empire's sinister march 

toward galactic domination. 

Cybermorph is packed in every Jaguar 

64-bit system and packed with intense 

so many ways to annihilate your enemies, you'll 3.D texture-mapped graphics, CD-quality 

sound and real-time, real-world action 
never have to kill one the same way twice. 

Jaguar 64-bit. Power. Speed. Control. Sweat.
 that'll help you explore 50 separate worlds 

of canyons, valleys, vortex towers, force 

fields, power stations and fast-flying hostile 

enemies aiming to blow you away. 

way out. Not to mention the 

17- button controller that gives you 



JAGUAR 64-BIT 
THE MOST POWERFUL 

HOME VIDEO GAME SYSTEM 
EVER INVENTED. 
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Al M | | ( 4 ( ! | “CES Game of the Show” 
—Electronic Games 

F | ; 
Jaguar takes the best of the 

- 1981 arcade classic and adds 
1994 64-bit intensity. You can 
choose between two modes: 
Tempest Classic, the same ultra- 
challenging game that used to 
Gat your quarters; and 2000, a 
souped-up, 64-bit version with 

CHECH ERED 

3-D graphics, awesome power 
“| 

ups, and hostile enemies. For 
FLAG \ | 

one or two players, 

4150 
ae VY 

Jaguar hits its peak with 
: real-time, 3-D action ie alms racing game. 

ae sound, realistic crast- A Ll E | es and speed bumped up ae V5 A 
percent thanks to Jaguat a 
Fechnology, you just

 might feel A E l A T 0n 

the wind in your 
hai. 

This 3-D tunnel/maz 
has lexture-mapped pain heart-stopping digitized render. Ings of the star Monsters, In this Jaguar 64-bit showcase game you can choose to play as the tail-whipping Alien: Prod pping Alien; the 

ator, with sophisticat Weaponry and infrared 
Vision; or the Marine Corporal armed with piles of ammo and a superior military combat com- 

oe, 
se puter skills. 

ial 

Avo more! 
Keep your @ 

Hoe sf Out eye out for way m ie aoeng a full range : ee a apenas games, Basketball, baseball a2 ave Never been played like this. co 
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For game tips and hints, call 1-900-737-ATARI. 95¢ per minute. M ATARI 
If you are under 18, be sure to get a parent's permission before calling. 

A touch-tone telephone is required. USA only. MADE IN THE USA 

ATARI and the Atari logo are registered trademarks of Atari Corporation. Jaguar, Club Drive, Cybermorph, Checkered Flag Il, Evolution: Dino Dudes, Trevor McFur in the Crescent Galaxy 
and Tempest 2000 are trademarks of Atari Corporation. All right reserved. Raiden® is licensed to Atari Corporation by Fabtek®, © 1993. Alien and Predator™ & ©Twenthieth Century Fox 

Film Corporation. All rights reserved. Used under sublicense from Activision. 
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For use with Datel’s Pro 
Action Replay Game Bustling 

Cartridges 

TEcMacre) 

| 00—Honey, | Shrunk the 14 —Sound Stage/Polter | | 
Pink! Pink 

| 0i1—Cat ona Hot Pink Root 15-~Sound Stage/Pink 

Snesis | 02—Pinkinstein Ranger ] 
; | 03—Pink Ranger 16-- Sound Stage/Pink Beard ir 

04—Pink Lemonade 17--Sound Stage/Jungle j 
05—Pink Beard : Pink 

06—-Polter Pink (lower! 18 — Sound Stage/Cat on a , 
07—RESET Hot Pink Roof 
08—Jungle Pink 19—Sound Stage/Pinkin 
09—Pinkin Hood > Hood 

| 10—Refrigerator 20--RESET | ; 
| 11—Stuffing Battie 21- Polter Pink (upper) | 
12—RESET 22--—-Winning screens 

| 13—RESET 23 Game Over! 
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+20 SPLAT THOSE OUDES! 
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LIZ-0021225 %«3 TIME- 1:31 
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“Aska’s Uppercut Combo” was sent in by Marco Zablan of Los An- 
geles, California—Marco wins a set of Acclaim’s Super NES Dual 

Turbo wireless controllers. Jump in with a strong kick, then duck 
and deliver a strong punch and immediately follow with a 

This Killer Kombo comes from Peijing Tu of Syracuse, New 
- York, who wins a set of Dual Turbo wireless controllers for his 
Genesis—good job, P.T.! Using Vandal as your fighter, hold 
Down and perform two sliding kicks in quick succession; if this 
doesn't knock your opponent down, finish the combo with a Windmill 

spinning uppercut. Cool combo, Marco—keep ‘em coming! — Whipper! 
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ee by pavid Kiso 

® GENESIS: 

This official seal is your assurance 
that this product meets the highest 
quality standards of SEGA™. Buy 
games and accessories with this seal 
to be sure that they are compatible 
with the SEGA™ GENESIS™ SYSTEM. 

i my 
™Sun Corporation of America. ©1994 Sun Corporation of America. All Rights Reserved. | 
The Pirates of Dark Water™ is a trademark of Hanna-Barbera Productions, inc. ©1994 Hanna-Barbera} ’ 
Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Ei Systemandthe 
Official Seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. ©1994 Nintendo of America i 
Inc. Sega and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterpnses, Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 
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ciiecieiee oo) Pee Gaia tenis iii ei ita wail esti, 

information available, here's a 

uld keep you hip-deep in blood and guts—at least 
n't get some of these tricks to work, you may be 

In we used to get these photos. When in doubt, ask 

0 or 3.1 of the Mortal Kombat II program code should 

The following are a few important things to keep in mind as you read through th 
e Certain of the finishing moves will not work unless you are standing a specific 

necessary buttons. If you can't perform a particular finishing move—and you've satisfied 
need to either move closer to your opponent or farther away. Look at our photos to get a 
the desired move to appear; when all else fails, experiment with different distances. 

e While some purists avoid pressing the BLOCK button unless it’s absolutely 
down when executing tricky moves like Scorpion’s “Toasty!” Fatality or several of Jax’s fir 
ter from jumping or moving horizontally while you manipulate the joystick, which m 
the BLOCK button when you press the final punch or kick button in the sequence. 

45 WINS — “SS OD WINS } 

ue 

t few items to be rumors; 

firmed to exist on earlier 

tegy guide update! 
Sal throws during a battle, hold 

ioks Down 

ill only work on those two stages. Do the move 
m or her right off the bridge: do the same move 

Uppercut him or her into the spikes that point down 

ier off the bridge (this spe- 
) be the same for all 12 of the 
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Backhand 

HIGH PUNCH (in close) 

Double Kick 

HIGH KICK, HIGH KICK (in close) 

Blue Bolt 
Rotate joystick Down/Back, HIGH PUNCH 

Blade Slice 
Hold Back, press HIGH PUNCH 

Blade Fury 
Back, Back, Back, LOW PUNCH 

Babality 
Forward, Forward, Forward, HIGH KICK 

01 WINS 

23 

Backhand 
HIGH PUNCH (in close) 

Spear 
Back, Back, LOW PUNCH 

Air Throw 
Press BLOCK while close to opponent in midair 

Teleport Punch 
Rotate joystick Down/Back, HIGH PUNCH 

Leg Grab 
Rotate joystick Forward/Down/Back, 

LOW KICK 

Babality 
Down, Back, Back, HIGH KICK 

_ Pit l/Kombat Tomb Fatality 

O0 WINS 

Mini Uppercut 

HIGH PUNCH (in close) 

Teleport 
Down, Up quickly 

Flying Attack 
Back, Back, Forward 

Lightning 
Rotate joystick Down/Forward, LOW PUNCH 

Electrocution 
Hold HIGH PUNCH for three to four seconds, 

then release (in close) 

Babality 
Down, Down, ‘Up. HIGH KICK 

‘Pit Il/Kombat Tomb ata i 

at WINS 



White fighting 0 he Portal sta 
go Lol sapere 

Win one ond using only the LOW | 
KICK button. This special message will appear. 

| it’s the original arcade classic, Pong, | ] 
in all its black-and-white glory! = fl 

where you Iegela special conyrat- 
latory messaye. me where you'll gel a special congrat- | The firstplayertescore seven | 

ilatory-message. ae OFRIS WINS 

then Wate genta Ont sade nuGorass Latrt 
| Then you dette fight Sinoke in Gowslad Fi tie ou ie to fan 4 ie 208, | 



J meaning for me as | drove to the Lakeshore 

he city’s North Side. A mammoth facility with a 

Of over 10,000 names, the club’s 200,000-plus 

= fand three racquetball courts, ae45,000-square-foot eam 

ee weight room and more personal care and wellness services 

vappear in both Mortal Kombat games work at the club as martial 

Parts teachers and personal trainers. 

What was even more surprising was meeting the gang in per- 

‘son. They've all earned black belts, they have dozens of awards 

_you to the MK II cast and give you an exclusive look at the making 

; of the game, with never-before-seen photos of costumes and 

' props. Prepare yourself! : 4 ‘“ 

piirynmienronesaesn dion 

Clockwise from left: Kyu 
Hwang, Richard Divizio, Ho Sung 
Pak, Carlos Pesina, Dr. Philip Ahn, 
Anthony Marquez, Daniel Pesina, 

VineoGames Senior Editor Chris 
Bieniek and Katalin Zamiar. 
Hwang was slated to appear in 

| Mortal Kombat Il as a."bonus~ 
|..round” character, but his role 

was cut from the finished gam: 
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METTPAN 
aie 

] 

are both huge fans 
of George Lucas’ Star Wars films; 
when they finish school, they 
intend to pursue a lifelong 
dream of working for Lucas’ 
Industrial Light & Magic on the 
next trilogy of Star Wars fea- 
tures. Carlos also appeared in 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III, 
as a stunt double for both Casey 

Jones and Wit the Pirate. 

toe 
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TERMINATORONE 00 TERMINETOR TWO 
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TORONG OS TERMINATOR TWO 
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| by Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. under 
facturi ca iny. Nintendo, Super Nintendo 

America Inc. LJN is a division of Acclaim 



Jungle Book 

July 94 

Genesis, SNES 

Virgin 



Heimdall 

First Half 19¢ 

Sega CD 
JVC 
CD°ROK 

1 

Soul Star 

May 1994 

Sega CD 

Core Design 

Battlecorp 

April 1994 

Sega CD 

Core Design 
CD°RON 
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S The Magical 
Kurebts Quest Starring 

eee of the Roan Mickey Mouse 
the Round 
AVAIL.: 

Now 
SYSTEM: You know, it's more medieval stuff like King A. 2 Wa 

SNES _ | Arthur and Sir Lancelot and the quest forthe Holy YA Es. us 

BY: | Grail. And as you search for the Holy Grail, youalso Big aA CArronED Bx 

seem — sweep the land of all evil. Anights of the Roundis  & “4 Yi | eons 
PUN meee =| based on the 1992 coin-op—medieval fantasy role- 9 % x 

playing action. 
A one- or two-player action/adventure game 

that chronicles the adventures of Arthur and his 
« knights, it requires the gamer to use strategy and 

GAME: puzzle-solving skills. There are multiple paths that 
The Magical lead to the Grail and the Knights of the Round Table. 
CE Ltm | oixteen bits of role-playing entertainment. Sir 
Mickey Mouse av ri Lancelot gets loose. 

April 1994 
SYSTEM: 
Sega Genesis 
BY: 

Another quest. This time it's with Mickey Mouse. 
And guess what, it’s a nonviolent game for “players of 
all ages.’ | dont think I've ever seen Mickey Mouse get 
mad and violent. That's too bad. Anyway, every level is 
highly animated and graphically detailed. 

Here's the story line. Mickey Mouse is on a quest 
to rescue Pluto from the evil Emperor Pete, who also 
happens to be the Ruler of the World. He's described 
as “mystical.” Okay, so that’s what you and Mickey are 
up against. 

The Magical Quest Starring Mickey Mouse is a 
| one- oF two-player game with six levels, including Dark 
Forest, Petes Peak, Snowy Valley and, finally, Pete’s 
Castle. Go, Mickey. 

CLERIC attempts to stab ’ See 
Acolste and misses. fe a | R Rt 

| 

PLAYERS: 1 

88 
GAME: 

Wizardry V 
AVAIL.: 
Now 
SYSTEM: 

SNES 
3 

CAPCOM 
SIZE: N/A 

PLAYERS: 1 

5 ie ates etd 

Capcom is introducing a direct translation from the 
pei aeatsznes| § «© |BM PC version of Wizardry V for the 16-bit Super NES 

ANGERS ons Cbs ey platform. Within the caves of the Llylgamyn castle lies a 
haunting supernatural force. This is a supernatural force 
that, of course, represents evil. Wizardry V is an eight 
megabit RPG that allows players to create their own six- 

Cee ateeees ; party band of travelers. This team will traverse the Heart 
of the Maelstrom, wherein it will attempt to defeat the evil 
vortex before it engulfs the entire city and, if allowed, the 
entire world. Whoo, gives me the chills! 

FIGMTER1 swings at Magician The player in Wizardry V must solve riddles, cast 
ear seer acrrcriivin, spells and collect clues, weapons, armor and other magi- 

cal stuff. These will help the player overcome gruesome 
monsters, traps and other variety-type dangers. Once 
such creatures are defeated, the player (that's you) can 
rescue prisoners who will free the land of Llylgamyn. 
Sounds good to me. 
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SYSTENY 

lug it into your Genesis...and that thing 
you used to call a TV set becomes a 

window to a different world—a land of color 
and sound, of action and adventure, of terrible 
danger and glorious reward.” Faithful 
VIDEOGAMES readers may recognize these 
words—I used them to describe the original 

PRODUCT INFO wv 

PRICE: $69.99 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: EASY 

COMPANY: 

SEGA OF AMERICA INC. 

130 SHORE DRIVE 

KPA LO1@) PGi Gt Gee 10]op) 

PHONE: (415) 508-2800 

Sonic the Hedgehog back in June of 1991. I'm 

using them again today to describe the latest 

sequel: Sonic the Hedgehog 3 is a knockout 

game that's better than last fall’s Sonic CD 
and Sonic Spinball combined. 

What makes it better? For starters, it’s a 
16-megabit cartridge; that’s twice the memory 

capacity of Sonic 2—the best-selling 16-bit 
game cartridge in the history of the indus- 
try—and four times the size of the first Sonic 
game. That doesn’t mean that the game will 
deliver four times as much fun or last four 
times as long; on the contrary, Sonic 3 has 
fewer stages than its predecessor, and the new 

battery-backed game save fea- 
ture guarantees that it'll take you 

less time to reach the ending. 
What the extra memory does 
mean is that the graphics and 
sounds are stunning, the bonus 
stage is brilliant and—most im- 
portantly—the individual stages 
are HUGE. Huge, | tell you! 

" Most of them are even bigger 

than the Casino Night Zone in 
Sonic 2. My favorite is the two- 

) part Hydrocity Zone; this is 
MS) Sonic at his finest, with a maze 

of ramps, elevators and pools of 
water that could take the com- 
pletest days to fully explore. 

For some gamers, the most 
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Sonic the Hedgehog breaks into 16-meg territory in Sega’s new Sonic 3 cartridge. 

ICONS! We 
k cram lots 

<K > of info into 
Zy) ‘these sim- 

& @ ple picto- 
graphs. 

With a quick 
glance, our cool 
NEW RATINGS DIAL 
tells you if the 
reviewer thought 
the game was a hit 
or a dud. 

Our PRODUCT INFO 
box gives you the 
hard facts fast! 

Our RATINGS BAR 
tells the fruth, with 
precise details 
about GRAPHICS, 
SOUND/MUSIC and 
PLAYABILITY. 

The VipgEoGames 
STAFF levels their 
own OPINION with 
the EDITORS’ RAT- 
INGS. 

THE LOWDOWN 
gives you the final 
word on the GAME. 

Is it really worth the 
money? Check out 
BANG FOR THE BUCK. 



OVERALL RATING Vv 

significant aspect of Sonic 3 is that the developers 
have corrected the biggest flaw of Sonic 2: the 
squeezed, disproportionate graphics in the two- 
player split-screen mode. This time the split- 
screen looks gorgeous, with characters that roll 

into perfect circles 
instead of flattened 
goose eggs when 

jumping. This sil- 
ver lining is sur- 
rounded by more 
than a few clouds, 
though. Just for 
starters, while the 
five Competition 
Zones are com- 
pletely different 
from the stage lay- 
outs in the main 
game, they're also 
extremely short. 
The control response is 
noticeably different from 

the standard game, too. 

Unless there are some cool 
“Time Attack” secrets like 
the ones in Sonic CD, | 
can't see much long-term 
play value in Sonic 3's 
Competition mode. 

Then there's Knuckles 
the echidna, a new charac- 
ter who's been touted in 
these pages as “Sonic's 
pal” but is, in fact, a trou- 
blemaker who repeatedly 
interferes with our hero's 
progress. You can choose 
to play as Knuckles in the 
Competition mode, but 
during the main game he’s 
essentially an enemy. | had 
to look in the dictionary to 
find out what an echidna 
is; while | can’t vouch for 
he singular nature of 
Knuckles’ digestive sys- 
tem, | know that his mod- 
est nose and smooth ap- 
pearance are miles away 
from the long snout and 

— 

tion that the final Robotnik boss and ending se- 
quence don't strike me as being more impressive 
than those in the first two Sonic cartridges. Sonic 
CD has a great ending—no doubt a result of the 
near-limitless storage space—but | expected 

more from a 16- 

meg game. There 
had better be some 
incredible Easter 
eggs hidden in 
this cartridge! 

Having said 
that, the rest of the 
news about Sonic 
3 is all good. New 
power-up items 
include special 
shields that protect 
Sonic from various 
dangers. Pressing 
the jump button 

while Sonic is in midair 
causes a brief shield flash 
that can do extra damage 

to enemies (including 
boss characters); try this 
when Sonic is powered-up 
with one of the special 
shields and you'll get other 
special attacks. The Light- 
ning shield is the best; it 
actually attracts the golden 
rings like a magnet! 

Speaking of rings: 
There are two extremely 
cool bonus stages in 

Sonic 3. Gather 50 rings 
and touch a star post; 
you'll be sent to a giant 

gumball machine that dis- 
penses power-ups as you 
bounce off the walls to 
grab them. Find a giant 
ring and you'll enter the 
Special Stage, where 
Sonic scurries across the 
surface of a giant globe, 
collecting blue spheres 
and avoiding red ones. 
The animation and rotation 
effects here are surpris- 

EDITORS’ RATINGS — 
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GRAPHICS 

More animation, different 

enemies and dozens of lay- 

ers of background scrolling 

make Sonic 3 a graphic de- 

light. The special stage is 

supersmooth and gives a 

completely convincing illu- 

sion of depth. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

A typically solid, toe-tapping 

soundtrack, punctuated with 

the occasional digitized sam- 

ple. (“Come on!”) Unfortu- 

nately, the crisp snare drum 

sound from the first two 

games has been replaced; | — 

want it back! 

PLAYABILITY 

Immediately accessible con- — 
trols that respond flawlessly 
(except in the Competition 
mode). It’s nice that the — 
spin-dash doesn’t require the 
extra “charging” time that 
limited its usefulness in 
Sonic CD. 

3 

BANG RIBUCK 

THE LOWDOWN 
While it’s somewhat disappointing 

ingly smooth; objects that Sonic 3 doesn’t flaunt its 16- furry coat that Webster's 
says he should have. As is, scale smoothly in from the meg muscles as much as you 

might expect, it’s still an instant 
he resembles a red Sonic with a rubber glove on _ horizon as Sonic chugs ever onward. classic that'll hit gamers of all 

his head. It's frustrating, too, that, after all of his | don’t want to give away too many of the ages and skills right between the 

cruel taunting and mischief, you will never get a game's surprises; suffice it to say that Sonic the eyes. If you take the time to ven- 

chance to spin-dash that evil smirk off of Knuck- Hedgehog 3 is another cream-of-the-crop action Nees conics aan ane ey 

les’ face. game, a real feather in Sega’s cap. oughly, you'll find that the fun will 

While I'm picking on flaws, | should also men- —Chris Bieniek increase exponentially. 
ee RO AIRMEN Dae 

Wd’ AY: 
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Try to “skitch” the cops for 

extra money, but, if you get 

caught, prepare for a run-in 

with them. 

he last time | went 

“skitching” (the word 
used to describe the act 

of grabbing onto a moving car while riding in-line 

skates or your heels on an icy or snowy surface), | 
was riding a skateboard and grabbed onto the back 
of a Mercedes-Benz driven by a rich, middle-aged 
woman. | was riding along fine until the lady saw 
me, panicked and slammed on the brakes. Physics 
exerted its force on my body and | rocketed into 
the middle of an intersection and slammed into the 
side of an old Volkswagen bus driven by a burned- 
out Deadhead. The taste of a 25-year-old VW 
mixed with the blood from my bottom lip is one 
that I'll never forget. 

Unfortunately, Skitchin’ does not quite hold 
he excitement or the taste of skating and raising 
hell around town. Skitchin’ is a gimmick game, 
cashing in on the trendy popularity of roller blad- 
ing and street culture. 

+ 

= So 

i finish line. Along the way, 
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Skitchin’ is your basic 

Car-wars game, except 

you're blading and you don't 

really have to worry about 
steering. You travel around 

North America racing down 

two-lane highways, grab- 

bing onto cars that whiz by. 
This is all in an attempt to 
beat your competitors to the 

you can pick up weapons 

(nunchakus, pipes, whips, 
pemmmmmes) chains—kinky!) to beat the 

|= fal Crap out of your opponents. 
Or you can get tricky by 

going for various flips off of jumps or stationary 
cars and trucks. For each guy or trick nailed, you 
get extra cash for the skate shop (run by Stan the 

back-of-the-van man, who reminds me of the 
creepy guy who used to run a surf/skate shop in 
my neighborhood and was convicted of child 
molestation). 

Skitchin’ tries a little too hard to be down with 
the street kids. The game's use of slang is off and 
the graffiti looks lame. More concentration should 
have been put into making a versatile game in- 
stead of mimicking a part of popular culture that 
doubt EA's game designers understand very well. 
The inclusion of a “CD player” feature so that the 
player can choose a tune to skate to is a bad idea 
because the music is weak. If you’re going out 

skating, you're more likely to listen to Schoolly D 
or Rocket From the Crypt, not 

the lame boops, beeps and 
beats of a bad video-game 

soundtrack. 
Overall, Skitchin’ is a 

game that would be fun to 

rent, but it’s not like you 

should push anybody out of 

=) the way at Toys ‘R’ Us 
to get a copy. If any- 

thing, you'll start 
playing Skitchin’ and 
just decide to go out- 

side and skate. In 
fact, | think I'll do that 
right now. 

—Nikos Constant 

GRAPHICS 7 

The visuals are way cool, 

once you get past the wack | 

graffiti. The highway scenes 

have a variety of scenery and 

obstacles to stimulate visual 

entertainment. 

SOUND/MUSIC 5 
Most people make cooler — 

sounds when they eat it on 

in-line skates, but | guess | 

the sound of scraping fleshis _ 
hard to replicate. The music — 

is also pretty bad. 

PLAYABILITY 5 

The control is okay. There are — 
a lot of similarities between — | 
EA’s Road Rash and this title, 
but this game is not as enjoy- 
able as A.A. The two-player | 

mode is fun, but it would be | 
better if there was a 4-Way 

play option available. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 

THE LOWDOWN 
Save your money for your own pair 
of in-line skates or, better yet, a 
Skateboard. It’s more fun to 
“skitch” yourself going 40 m.p.h. 
or learn a kick-flip than to sit in 
your room and play a game that 
doesn’t give you the great feeling 
of the sun on your face and the 
wind in your hair. 



Bo isakid witha j= 
premature kemo-cut (i 

bald head, and his most i 
omnipresent companion, 
Squeak, is so moronic that 
he must literally be kicked 
by Bubble in order to move. 
In spite of its name, Bubble 
and Squeak is not a two- 
player video game—rather jf 
Squeak's only function is to 

_ help and follow Bubble 
thr ach level. The ob- 

PRICE: $59.99 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM 

COMPANY: 

) get him to move his lazy 
butt—kind of like Scooby 

| af) Snacks and Scooby Doo, 

This kind of directionless 

pabulum and worn-out 
action is found for a dime 

1 a dozen on your local 
Toys ‘R’ Us shelves and is 
wearing awfully thin. 

| suppose it’s time 
that consumers hold 

al video- -game producers 
accountabl 

GRAPHICS 

Nothing much to report here. 

Very basic-looking, with 

some nice underwater stuff, 

but mostly par for the course 

“platform” graphics. Plus, 

the main character looks too 

much like Bonk from 

TTI/NEC. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

The sound is almost nonexistent, 

and what there is leaves much to 

be desired. Suggestion for better 

sound: Try humming your own 

tunes and making your own 

sound effects as you play—it’ll 

be more pleasing and more 

professional. 

PLAYABILITY 

The action is anemic, with very 

little to excite even the novice 

among you. The control is pass- 

able, but nothing inventive. Bub- 

ble does have a shooting star 

weapon that flies from the char- 

acter and then rises as it travels 

across the screen, which is nice. 

EDITORS RATINGS 



SYSTEMY 

\ ‘ve never been a big sports fan. Most 

sporting events are just too long for my 
MTV driven attention span, to last for nine in- 

nings, four quarters or 18 holes. The on 

sports | watch are short and brutal: kick box 
ing, Mexican wrestling, the WWF and th 
American Gladiators. | enjoy these sports be 

cause of their honesty. Even though the goal 
is to win at all costs, the athletes do it with 
humor, honor and style. Sure, steroids are 
used, blood is shed and the participants are 
like cartoon characters, but these factors add a 
little personality to the games. Even though 

many laugh at these sports, they seem to have 

a little more depth to them than say, the anti- 
septic NFL or NBA. They aren't just about the 
score, they're about playing the game. 

Mutant League Hockey by Electronic Arts 
is another example of a game that isn’t about 

winning but about playing the game. It’s basi- 
cally NHL ’94 with an added artistry that keeps 
me more interested in playing than the tons of 

boring player stats loaded into EA’s best sell- 
ing hockey simulation. In Mutant League 
Hockey, the “goal” is to draw blood. 

The basics of MLH are simple. You can be 

one of 20 mutated teams that can play a regu- 
lar season or a playoff. Things get a little 
weird when you see that your team consists of 

trolls, robots and skeletons, each with their 
own advantages and disadvantages ((.e., trolls 
are strong but slow; robots are fast but weak; 

skeletons are kind of fast, kind of slow). Each 
team has an appropriately distorted name 

/ such as the Cadavers, Derangers, Pukes an 
j Slayers, along with a skill rating of 0-6 skulls. 
‘ There is also a selection of special, nasty and 
. phony plays so that your team can cheat its 
" way through the game. 

— 
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The plays for cheaters definitely make Mutant 
League Hockey a superior game. Finally, you can 
break the rules and see some killer animated se- 
quences that show your players going wild. Every 
team has a choice of three special plays; 

Bribe Ref: During the game your players 

can pick up coins thrown onto the rink by the 
crowd. When you have enough, you can bribe 

the ref into not calling penalties against your 
team, while calling phony penalties against 
your opponents. 

Waste the Ref: The only counter against 
a bribed ref is to kill him! You'll bust a gut 

when you see your team slaughter the jerk. 
Jail Break: This is like a “Get Out of Jail 

Free” card for all of your players stuck in the 
penalty box. 

4 
a 
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Mutant League Hockey uses the cre- 

ativity allowed in video games to its 

advantage, with lots of blood and 

gore. Remember, this isn’t real life. 

Nasty plays are even more entertaining 

than special, but not every team can use every 

nasty play. The seven different nasty plays are: 
Exploding Puck: Blow away your oppo- 

nent with the slap shot from Hell. It’s espe- 
cially funny against the goalie. Boom! What a 
surprise! 

Rocket Puck: A turbo charged slap shot 

that will burn the other teams eyeballs be- 

cause it’s so fast. 
Waste the Goalie: If you can’t join 

them, beat them. All of your players gang up 
on the other goalie. Careful of the mess after 
you're done. 

Nasty Goalie: Your goalie will take out 
anybody on the other team that’s within spit- 
ting distance. 

AS_THE TROLZ Ih 
UT THERE AND ADD 



Confusion: Causes 
your opponent’s con- 
troller to malfunction. 

Armed Force: Sud- 
denly, all of your players 
pull out weapons and go 
ona killing spree. 

Skunk: The mutant 
with the puck farts his 
way down the ice, dis 
abling anybody on the 
other team dumb enough 
to sniff. 

You don't just have to 
worry about the other 
team in MLH, you also 

have to worry about vari- 

ous hazards around the 
rink. Pits, thin ice and 

holes cause you to fall 
under the ice for the dura- 
tion of the period. The 
graphics for this are espe- 
cially cool because you 
can see the fallen players 
swimming around under- 

neath the ice. Ice Sharks 
can trip you if you skate 

over their fin, fire will burn 
you and spikes will turn 
you into shish-ka-bob. 

Each player in MLH 
has a health bar that ap- 

pears when they have 
been selected on the ice. 
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Hockey are 
and block, and the feel is really bad. | 
been better 
ighting on 

NHL. Th 
out. 
Overall, 

game, well worth the 

king it hard to score. 
or a treat, as it explodes in a bun 

whole team of trolls, robots or ske 

£ 

y bad features in Mutant Leag 

ealth, you 

le- 

s. This changes the play style and speed of the 
game adding extra enjoyment to the carnage. You 
can even sub the goalie with a “Demon Net,” a li 

ing goal that opens and shuts its mouth quickly, 
a goal is made, you're 

ch of gunky 

\- 

ue 

the fights. Weak! You can only pun 

+ he ice, slipping around, just like 

ch 

would have 

if you could see the whole player 
in 

is part of the game could have been 

Viutant League Hockey is an excellent 
money. The graphics are en- 

aining and the game play is awesome. If sports 
were this way in real life, my eyes would be glu 
to ESPN every night 

ed 

eveling in the beautiful vio- 
ce of blood sports. Thank goodness they make 

video games so that nobody gets hurt. 

—Nikos Constant 
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GRAPHICS 8 

Similar to NHL ’94 except the 

goal comes alive and players 

can ram themselves on 
spikes, squirting blood all 

over the ice. These graphics 

are great for a Genesis 

game, with smooth anima- 

tion and clearly drawn char- 

acters. 

SOUND/MUSIC 8 

The crowd beats out “We 

Will Rock You” by Queen 

and the players scream in 

agony when they get hurt. 

Enough said. 

PLAYABILITY 9 

MLH will have you coming 

back for more. It’s fun to go 

out on the ice, cause fights, 

and kill the other team. Add 

to this the skill and dexterity 

needed for hockey, and you 

have a great game. The 4- 

Way Play adapter is a must. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 
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BANG HE BUCK 

THE LOWDOWN 
This is the sports game for people who 
despise sports. If you hate having to 
worry about scoring a goal then just at- 
tack the other team’s players. If you in- 
capacitate enough of them, they'll for- 
feit the game even if they're ahead on 
the scoreboard. Might may not make 
right in the “real” world, but in Mutant 
League Hockey it makes all the differ- 

ence. 

| OVERALL RATING w 

f one of your players is getting low on h 
can sub in a new character. One fun thing to do is 

0 sub ina 
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Because you’re never stuck in 

one area for long, you get to 

visit a lot of places. Trouble is, 

these places aren’t much to 

look at; they're the same 

crude cartoon-style graphics 

used in nearly every TG-16 

game since Legendary Axe. 

Get a palette! 

bye e 
LI. 

r Land 

NS 

Why a “6”? Because | give 

it an “8” for music—which 

is, again, a bit too cutesy, 

a but beautifully orchestrated 

I am called the : i and CD-quality—and a “3” 

Queen of the "Bas a . - for sound effects, which are 
Heavens--- <Nera y & surprisingly sparse and un- 

/ realistic. 

For all its 8-bit faults, it's a very 

ver see that TV show about the “leverly designed game. Since 
grandfather who'd died, only he | ‘ane of the puzzles or bosses are 

didn’t believe it? He continued to eer mm coe 
walk around for weeks, rotting slowly, until pieces = nal eben lag 

of him started falling off. So it is with the Duo, the 

System That Refused to Die. And Dynastic Hero 
looks, plays and sounds exactly like any Duo C 

a game of the past four years; there's been no growth 

bi CE CAR no improvement in sound, game play or graphics. 

A ate le > 4 In this industry, if you sit still, you get left behind, 
fl iararacar ' ‘ and the Duo’s definitely been left behind. 

A | That said, Dynastic Hero is a tough game to 
dislike. It's unremittingly cutesy: You run around 
acres of side-scrolling territory, whomping cutesy 

little monsters with your cutesy little sword, col- 

lecting money and hearts for your lifeline and oc- 

casionally buying a better weapon or piece of THE LOWDOWN 
; A It's Zelda Lite. The cuteness is a 

armor. There are towns, each with a little problem little overwhelming, the graphics 

you've got to solve. There are the usual boss mon- are definitely retro, but the game 
sters and puzzle-strewn labyrinths. But everything within is amusing and entertain- 
feels scaled down: The towns are tiny, the crea- UL mLCR SLD CCI rt 
tures and bosses aren't very difficult to beat and SoH dae lve sever payed: 

f : They’ve got this beginner-level 
the puzzles won't hold you up for too long. Its al- JETS rearti mr ART ct iat 
most as if they wanted your dead grandfather to be still releasing games for the Duo is 

Here’s a hint: Be patient and you can able to play this one. IMystety; 
totally clear each area of roving monsters. —Josh Mandel 



F n the September 1993 issue of VioeoGAmES, | 
reviewed the Genesis version of Jurassic Park 

and gave it an overall rating of 7. (| was extremely 
drunk at the time.) In the review, | said, “At least 
his will help you kill time while you wait for the 
corching hot Sega CD version of Jurassic Park 
oming later this year.” The wait is over, dear read- 
rs, and JP CD was worth it. 

The game's story line picks up where the movie 
eft off. Isla Nublar has been ravaged by a tropical 
storm, and you've been sent to salvage the rarest 
objects on the islad—dinosaur eggs. You need at 
east one egg from each of the island’s seven 
species to complete your mission. 

Alas, there are a few problems. Problem 1 is 
that the helicopter that took you to Isla Nublar is 
now a smoldering pile of rubble. Problem 2 is that 
you have only 12 hours to recover all the eggs. Do 
the words “suicide mission” mean anything to 
you? 

The game itself is a point-and-click graphic ad- 
venture in which the player picks up items and 
solves puzzles. For example: There's a locked crate 
near a wandering triceratops. Before you can open 
the box, you have to lure the triceratops away. 
Maybe you should feed it the branch you plucked 
off a nearby tree. (Or maybe you should shoot it 
and enjoy the hilarious death sequence.) 

The action is presented through a first-person 
viewpoint/perspective. The cursor you move 
around the screen changes into a Hand when it is 

on something that can be manipulated; a Magnify- 
ing Glass when it is on something that can be ex- 

Gigantic trestop feeding 
dinosaur 

Role: Giraffe-necked herding 
plains roamer with o large 

nasal echo chamber 

— 

DIGI: 

PRODUCT INFO v 

PRICE: $59.95 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: HARD 

COMPANY: 

SEGA OF AMERICA 

130 SHORELINE DRIVE 

REDWOOD CITY, CA 94065 

PHONE: (415) 508-2800 

amined; and a Travel Arrow when it is on a path to 
another location. It's just that simple—or at least it 

seems that way until you get stuck on one of the 

game's numerous puzzles. 

Jurassic Park’s exceptional graphics show the 

influence of lead artist Mimi Doggett, an industry 
veteran who created artwork for many classic Acco- 
lade computer games, like Law of the West, Psi-5 
Trading Company and Card Sharks, among others. 

The music in Jurassic Park is good, with the 

exception of the cruddy opening tune. Spencer 
Nilsen’s work on JP is much better than on the dis- 

astrous Sonic CD. The sound effects outshine the 
music, though, with a nonstop barrage of hoots, 

hollers and growls. 
—Zach Meston 

Jurassic Park has nasty puzzles, full- 

motion video, guns, dinosaurs and a 

computer hacker with a passing 

resemblance to VG’s own Betty Hallock. 

OVERALL RATING wv 

GRAPHICS 

There’s a lot of Cinepak full- 

motion video (which does 

not add more colors to the 

Sega CD palette, despite ru- 

mors to the contrary). The di- 

nosaurs look a bit cheesy, 

and the fade and dissolve ef- 

fects used when moving to a 

new location are very bad. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

The opening music is very | 

annoying, but the in-game music 

is very good, and the sound 

effects are brilliant. These dinos 

sound really pissed! | especially 

like the sound effects in the 

death sequences—hearing a 

raptor eat on your corpse is 

delightfully disgusting. 

PLAYABILITY 

The point-and-click interface 
works very well, and using 

the various items in your in- 

ventory couldn't be simpler. — 

If you can’t solve a puzzle in 

JP, it’s not because of some 

silly design quirk; it’s be- 
Cause you're “mentally chal- 
lenged.” nen 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 

Pea Im 20 Eo g 26s 
BANG iBUCK 

THE LOWDOWN 
Jurassic Park is high-quality stuff. 
The game design is refreshing, the 

vas : fn ee Fae graphics and sound push the Sega 

| eo we -! f Fe PRA 5 ee a L} CD to its limits and the puzzles 
BAS ae te y ; range from simple to so frustrating 

that you'll strangle your cat. Heed 
my words, 0 Mighty Reader: Grab 
yourself a copy of Jurassic Park 

and have yourself some fun. 
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EE. though I’ve always been a 
fan of big muscle cars, most 

driving games don't impress me. 

None of them gives me the feel of 
driving around in a 68 Pontiac 

GTO or a Dodge Charger. | want to 
feel the heat of the floorboards as | 
tear around the streets. | want to 
have the windows open and the stereo cranked as | 
bump along to Van Halen’s first album or some 
Ozzy. Rock ‘n’ Roll Racing gave me a bit of that feel- 

ing, but you couldn't change the music—at least in 
your Own car you can switch tapes. And most 
Formula 1 games are just a bit too sterile. | still 

have to admit that | like Super Mario Kart the best 

because it's cute, has a lot of strategy 
and great perspective, and lets you 

crank Mudhoney super-loud while 
you're playing. But why don’t they 
make a racing game with cool cars? 

Well, Battle Cars has almost done 
that. Some of the cars are cool-look- 
ing, but some suffer from that stupid 
post-apocalyptic Road Warrior look 
that was way dead after Max Head- 
room went off the air. For some rea- 

y son, | really don’t think there will be 
4 spikes on cars in the future. Explodes- 
 on-contact armor, maybe. Spikes? No, 

Battle Cars is pretty much what 
: the title suggests: a racing game mixed with an 
' episode of the A-7eam. You race, get money, buy 

‘ bigger engines and bigger guns, and race some 

SGebeet Your Car 

SCAN 

PRODUCT INFO v 

DIFFICULTY: EASY 

COMPANY: 

NAMCO 

150 CHARCOT AVE., SUITEA 

SAN JOSE, CA 95131 

PHONE: (408) 922-0712 

is on your tail only by a small 
cursor that appears behind your 
car and gets bigger and smaller 
depending on how far away your 
opponent is. Another problem is 

that you're only racing a one-on- 
one battle. There are drones who 
race around and try to distract 
you, but they're not really a big 
deal. After | had played through 
the game, | wanted it to get 
harder. 

One thing | really liked was 
the absence of the tracking map 
that appears in most race 

= y games. It's cool to have the track 

be more of a surprise as you drive along, instead 

of always knowing where the next turn is. (But in 

keeping with the theme, | guess they should have 
the map because it’s the future and most cars will 

be equipped with an auto-mapping feature. Maybe 
that should be an option you could buy—then 
you'd have the surprise of the track, but also have 

the ability to create a map for 
strategic driving. Steal my idea, 

somebody!) 
Overall, Battle Cars is more of 

a Friday night rental than a game 
to buy. Get some friends over, 

buy wax lips, and go crazy. 
Splurge and buy some Mr. Pibb. 

You'll be up ‘til dawn. And then 
you'll probably go back to Super 
Mario Kart. 

—Nikos Constant 

OVERALL RATING v 

GRAPHICS 

Battle Cars has good—but not 

exceptional—graphics, and 

quite frankly, | think they’re just 

as good as Crash ’n Bumed. The 

background scrolls nicely, and 

the cars look cool. | just wish 

they'd cut out the goofy-looking 

spikes. Game designers must be 

really into Judas Priest. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

Not at all distracting, which 

is always a plus. If you’re 

going to race, you shouldn't 

have to be distracted, though | 

you'll probably end up 

putting something else on 

your stereo. 

PLAYABILITY 

It’s easy to get a handle on 

controlling the car—almost too 
easy. The tracks change — 

frequently, and for the better. You | 

have to remember certain parts | 

of the track so that you can out- 

Maneuver your opponent. Once | 
you've got that wired, you'll 
breeze through the game. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 

> 

Ce ag core 

BANG HE BUCK 

THE LOWDOWN 
This is a rental. It’s too easy, and 
it’s not so engaging that you'll 
want to play it over and over 
again. It’s not what I'd call an ad- 
dictive game. This is just one of 
those games that starts out cool 
and then slips to so-so. 

\ more. The best part of Battle Cars is the two-player 
and tournament options. It's like playing a macho 

) version of Super Mario Kart. They could have re- 
ally improved the game by making it compatible 

) with a four-player adapter so that you could have a 
battle royale, but it looks like somebody on the de- 
sign team was asleep at the wheel. 

The one major flaw with Battle Cars is the ab- 
sence of a rearview mirror. You can tell your enemy 

Some of the races can come down to a 

single miscalculation on a turn, which 

makes the game exciting, but after awhile 

you'll have Battle Cars wired. 



i; 1929 and The Untouchables takes you back 

to an old school beat, as you play a member of 
the original gangster cop squad going after the ter- 
rorizing pimps and players on the streets of 
Chicago. You're up against Al Capone, the origina 
mack daddy, who has taken control of the city. 
Once you have completed your four assignments 
around the city, you go up against Big Al in a blast 
of bootleg liquor and tommy gun patter. You don't 
want to take him on charges of tax evasion; you 
want to taste his blood. 

The Untouchables smokes. Each of your four 

assignments involves a different game-playing 
perspective. 

Assignment 1: Downtown Shootout 
It's just you and your shotgun, blowing away 

hoods in the alleys of Chicago. Watch out for the 
cars that throw firebombs. They mean instant 
death. Use the boxes and barrels for protection. 

Assignment 2: Counterfeit Operation 
You go after Frank Nitti, Capone's right-hand 

man, in the platform level of The Untouchables. 
Pick up the counterfeit money plates and destroy 

the printing presses before you waste him. 

Assignment 3: Gun Run 
Take your tommy 

gun to the docks and 

blow away goons and 
mobsters who are try- 
ing to smuggle guns 

into the city. 
Assignment 4: 

The Courthouse 
This level was my 

favorite because of its 
overhead perspective 
and the various strate- 

CHICAGO POST 
THE CITyY’S FAVORITE 

HOST AGE 
HORROR AT THE 
COURTHOUSE 

UNTOUCHABLES DEFEATED: 
PROFESSOR ESCAPES? 

i all i 

PRODUCT INFO Ww 

PRICE: $59.95 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM 

COMPANY: 

OCEAN OF AMERICA INC. 

1855 O'TOOLE AVE., SUITE D-1-2 

SAN JOSE, CA 95131 

PHONE: Gee) 954-0243 

The variety of different play levels and 

styles keeps The Untouchables interesting. 

gic moves you can make sneaking around planters 

and fountains. You have to rescue hostages whom 

Scarface’s minions have taken for vengeance. 
Assignment 5 has restricted access until you 

complete the other four. 
The graphics for 7he Untouchables are great. 

They give you the feel of old Chicago, with dark 
shadings that heighten the fun of back-alley 
shootouts. The colors consist mostly of browns, 
blacks and greens, giving you the scary feeling 

that you don’t know where the mob hit is going to 

come from. The clothes on the game characters are 

especially slick. Spats, trench coats and fedoras 

offer both protection from the Windy City chill and 
convenient concealment of high-powered blasters. 

The only problem | have with The Untouch- 
ables is the music. For a game based on a certain 
period of time, the programmers should have used 
music from the period. It would have been cool to 
hear some zip-gun bop as | was blowing away 

members of “the Family.” The boops and beeps re- 

ally sound weak. How abou some Chitage laa 

l'd love to hear some jigeauames tM st 
Louis Armstrong or 
Duke Ellington jam- 
ming in a video game. 
If you want to really go 
deep, they could have 
put in some Red 
McKenzie and Eddie 
Conden, originators of 
the Chicago sound. If 

you're going to make a 

game based in a cer- 

tain time period, 
you've got to go for 
hyperreality. A synth 
soundtrack is weak. 
Godfather wouldn't 

like it. 
—Nikos Constant 

OVERALL RATING v 

GRAPHICS 8 

Great. The feeling given by the 

darker shades really gets you 

into the action. The way the 

cops and robbers are dressed 

looks so slick it made me want 

to go out and buy a fedora and 

overcoat. 

SOUND/MUSIC 5 

The sound effects are good 

(mostly gunshots, explosions 

and screams), but the music 

leaves a lot to be desired. A 

jazzier score would have added 

a lot to the game by making 

players feel as if they really 

were in 1929. 

PLAYABILITY 8 
The Untouchables is one of 

those games where you getto 

know the SNES controller well. 
You have to be precise with your 

shooting skills, as well as fast. It 
takes awhile to get used to, but 

when you're finished, you could 

do brain surgery with just a 
scalpel and an SNES controller. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 

Lad 
_ GORE 
- mye or 

BANG cA puck 

THE LOWDOWN 
The Untouchables is a great game 

because of its versatility. The variety 
of games, from platform to shooting 
gallery to overhead strategy, is the 
future of gaming. It keeps your inter- 
est in the game while adding depth 
to the gaming experience. 



PRODUCT INFO Wv OVERALL RATING v 

PRICE: $49.95 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: EASY 

COMPANY: 
OCEAN OF AMERICA 
1855 O'TOOLE AVE., SUITE D102 | 
SAN JOSE, CA 95131 i 

PHONE: (408) 954-0202 

GRAPHICS 7 

The main character, Mr. 

Nutz, is particularly uninter- 

esting. In fact, he’s ugly. But 

the animation is more than 

fair. I'd say that it was pretty 

good. There’s just not much 

mmm. Mr. Nutz. Can't say that the name of _ vincibility) and extra life and extra energy boxes. At that’s exciting or entertaining 

the game goes over real well. Six stages of 3,000, 10,000, 60,000 and 100,000 Mr. Nutz gets to look at. 

throwing acorns at forest creatures, like ladybugs. an extra life. Mr. Nutz can also get extra lives by 
n They're supposedly in Bai MiED Goes Nake wath eoine achieving a perfect score o 

cahoots with some squirrely action. each stage. Do this by co 
SOUND/MUSIC 6 

| hated the way Mr. Nutz np 

beast named Yeti, lecting all the magic 
; : : : squealed whenever he got 

who's trying to take coinage in each stage. hurt Thecoverallsoundet: 

over the earth by It's too bad Mr. Nutz fects are good, but the music 
freezing it. Mr. Nutz, himself isn’t much to look is pretty boring. The music in 
or Super Squirrel, has at. All the other characters the first couple of levels re- 
to prevent him. So, at look better than Mr. Nutz. minded me of the bad music 
the end of the game, The porcupines are cool. you hear in Japanese car- 

Mr. Nutz meets Mr. Shoot one with an acorn toons. 
Yeti in a battle to the and his tines fall off, leav- PLAYABILITY 6 
finish. ing a little rodent with dia- ne 

Mr. Nutz runs into pers on. The only exciting thing about 

bosses like Mr. Spider What it comes down to Mr. Nutz is the fact that he 
at the end of the first is that Mr. Nutz doesn't | Ca” Whlp his enemies with 
stage. In each of the offer anything different or us ae es uu 
stages there are ene- exciting. What's so great a nae Baha 

mies like bumble about watching apples and ; 
action was boring and 

tomatoes get smooshed as monotonous. 
Mr. Nutz jumps on them? 

I've tried to think of sbi: EDITORS’ RATINGS | 
thing interesting to say 
about the game, but noth- i. ee a 
ing comes to mind. The x.) xin ES) Sq 
game's okay, but okay just U > 3 u Zz 
isn't going to cut it. 

—Betty Hallock 

bees, spiders, clowns 
and jugglers. At first, | 
idn't even realize that 
hese guys were ene- 
mies. They sure don't 

, 100k real scary, Pick 
s up stuff like acorns 

; (nut-ammo), coins 
’ (energy), flasks (in- 

Qa 

= 

BANGRIBU
CK 

THE LOWDOWN 
Basically, what we’re looking at is 
another platform game with some 
Sonic-like action. But the fact of 
the matter is, you’re way better off 
buying one of the Sonic games. 
The only audience for which | can 
recommend this game is one 

around the ages of four or five that 
is looking for something not too 
violent and not too interesting. 
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PRICE: N/A 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM 

COMPANY: 

THE SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS 

60 LEVERONI COURT. 

NOVATO, CA 94949 

PHONE: (415) 883-3303 

fred Chicken is one more in the long list of 
games coming down the video-game 7 

pipeline that isn't really bad or good. It's just there. 2 
It's kind of like the last donut at breakfast. You He Uae RHI 
don't really want it, but you eat it anyway, just be- lavale nokithe samen anise 

cause It's there. makes the game get boring 
eas story Is quickly. The animation looks 

simple. All of the eggs are good but there could have 

mysteriously disappearing been more. 
from Peklesville. You play 
Alfred Chicken, the town 

hero who must find the 6 
eggs and solve the case. th Alt k 
You control Alfred using a Bsound eed eget 
jump and zoom method of he zooms down at his ene- 
eax | ‘ntosth mies is perfect. The music is 

Be tire Be a little cutesy but at least it 

= i doesn’t make your ears 
rection pad down . that bleed due to sonic irritation. 
you can zoom into an 
enemy with your beak, de- 
stroying them. 

To get through the 7 

various levels, you must 
create a path by pushing 
various animated buttons 
that allow gates and plat- 
forms to solidify or dis- 

appear. Each level has a 

The control is really clever, 

but it takes a while to get used 

to. It’s hard to aim a dive- 

bombing chicken that seems 

to go 100 miles per hour. Ex- 
ae sn ahi : ploring the levels is fun, be- 

Specific method of button |imemes estan tenet as a in this Super Chicken igh se and 
| ‘ eee Se knock-off game. _ cause there are a lot of hidden 

pushing that must be \ie—_< tae Cae: i] 
4 

rooms with bonuses. 
done so that you can get ae 
to the end. This sounds 

more complicated than it 

is. Though it lends a cer- 
tain amount of strategy to 
the game, it gets repeti- 

similar in both playability and = 
graphics. Many of the same ; 

color hues are used. The first 
major change in graphics 
comes after level 12! That's a 
long time to wait for a different- 

ive after you have figured looking level. The graphics are 
out the patterns. As long really good-looking, though: 
as you're smart and don't bright and cheery with crisp ite 

rush through any level, you'll be able to get past lines. It's unfortunate that they wasted the benefits of jj 

the bad guys easily. good graphics on so much of the same design. Lil LOWD OWN 

The only real challenges in Alfred Chicken are The coolest sound in the game is Alfred's dive aMAarApendeL anand emaniety 
the boss levels. These are hard! Pad control is cru- bomb. It should be used as a sample in a song fred Chicken gets monotonous fast. | 

Clal because your zoom aim has to be right on. If some time. It fits the mood of the game perfectly. don’t even think little kids would re- 

you miss just one dive bomb, you will instantly Unfortunately all of the other sound effects are for- (NAW AILOUSTT SST sulle as 
k 

aie ie : : : aR to look the same. If you’re a big fan 
die. I's quite a surprise when the game you think — gettable. The music is the same. of cute platform games, I'd recom- 

t 

fae) 

is really easy Kills you quicker than Drano. Overall, Alfred Chicken is just one of those mend renting Alfred Chicken first. 
The key word to describe Alfred Chicken is games. I'd recommend leaving it. Like the last Just a taste is all you’ll need before 

repetitive. After you get over the initial acclimation donut, it will probably just make you sick. you get really bored. 
to the controls you'll find that a lot of the levels are —Nikos Constant 

ass 



OVERALL RATING ¥v PRODUCT INFO v 

PRICE: $54.95 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: MODERATE 

COMPANY: 

SUNSOFT 

11165 KNOTT AVE. 

CYPRESS, CA 90630 

PHONE: (714) 891-4500 

GRAPHICS 

The view of the game is superb. 

Even though it is based on the 

cartoon, the game does not dis- 

appoint. Good scenes, colors 

and characters throughout. Also, 

there are levels within each 

level, so the scenes are always 

changing. This is a strong point 

of this game. 

anna-Barbera and 

“thrash-’em-all” 

game fans, The Pi- 
rates of Dark Water is a game 
with your name on it. You're 
thinking, “Oh no! Another dumb 

pirate game!” Forget Red Beard 
and Peg Leg, this game in- 
volves full-bore action based on 
the recent Hanna-Barbera Sun- 
day cartoon. 

You've seen plenty of games 
like these that look nothing like 
what's on TV, but this one will 
make you trip. Sunsoft uses 
shadows, reflections in rippling 
water and realistic scenarios to 
make this game a work of art. 

Choose from three charac- 

Beat, throw and slice 

your enemies. You’re a 

pirate, remember? 

homey who'll belly bop you 
to your doom. So jab him in 
the gut when you get a 
chance. Sword-flailing Tall 
Pirate can cast a shadow on 
Shaquille O’Neal, but be 
ready for an even much big- 
ger dude! 

On the tube, you can also 
monitor your own power 
level and the level of your 
enemies—this is a cool fea- 
ture. When you're running 
low on energy, you can get 

watermelons (minga mel- 
ons), as well as raw steaks, 

SOUND/MUSIC 

Hard, distortion-filled rockin’ 

loops are the constant sound. 

Perfect for sword-swinging 

pirates. Is Ministry sampled 

here? The riffs will make 

Beavis and Butt-head rock. 

PLAYABILITY 

Move your pirates around in 3- 

D—forward and backward, right 
and left. Just remember the 

buttons, and they do as you 

want. But squatting down and ~ 
attacking doesn’t exist—a 

problem. Otherwise, there are 
no tricks with the controls. Just 

to replenish yourself—a | Slay the game and keap your 
weird, but yet interesting, | weschee 
concept. EDITORS’ RATINGS 

You get plenty of lives oe 
and continues (which you'll own Xo Sn 
need), but kicking butt can u 
actually get boring in this 
game. Continuously, your 

character beats the crap out of everyone, unless 

PLAYER oE L ECT. you die and run out of continues. Grab and throw, 
LPLn jab and stab or jump and kick over and over. 

Also, attack at a 45-degree trajectory and you Dea SPOr AE MEAHGuAAAREE Tine 
can always grab the beasts. It's the same problem game out if you don’t already have 
with other 3-D games like this. While on the topic Final Fight, Streets of Rage Il or 
of similar games, this is a Final Fightwith swords fimeATCRUCT (i Ba eee tS 
or another Double Dragon or Streets of Rage |I aebaeily Seiad tata 
type of game. So, if you already own one of : 

those, you have your fill—one more might be 
overdoing it a bit. 

ters, and off you go to find the 

Treasures of Rule so you can 
F save the land of Mer. But there 

is no free ride. On the way, you 
have to fight a huge posse of 

(Mim Dad freaks who look like they're 
4 from the WWF. For example: 

‘ Big Pirate is this huge, fat 

Is 
RE 

cH oh 

BANG SiBUCK 

THE LOWDOWN 

Medium Ay 
—Eric Nakamura 



| SYSTEM 

ait! I’m not looking at another She//ey 
Duvall’s Bird game? Hold on a second! 

m in shock. What's wrong? Finally, software- 
ungry 3D0 owners are starting to see a good sur- 

plus of games for their systems and Escape From 
Vionster Manor is one such title. Let's just hope we 

are on a roll. 

From an originality standpoint, the game is a 
ybrid of Wolfenstein 3D perspective/playability 

and The 7th Guest without all the puzzles. Basically, 
you walk around this haunted mansion, trying to 
find all the pieces of a Talisman that has been 

scattered throughout it. The Talisman, which kept 
the undead where they belong, is broken and has 
unleashed a nasty hoard of ghouls and ghost. 

The game uses a first-person play perspective, 
with your hand and gun in front of you. You use 

your gun to pulverize those ghastly sights back 
into ectoplasm. Along the way you encounter a 
variety of baddies, such as Mr. Grim Reaper, 
spiders, floating heads, etc. Some of the areas are 
inaccessible because of padlocked doors, so you 
must seek out the key for that particular room. And 

yes, Virginia, there is an auto-mapping feature. 
Once you find a piece of the gold Talisman, you 

find the room that looks like Freddy Krueger's belly 

and move on to the next level. 
One thing that | got a big kick out of was what 

had found on the inside jacket of the game case. 

There was a weirded-out photo of the designers 
and programmers of the game, along with a short 
history and description of what each person had 
done on the project. Amusingly crediting 
designers in this way was something that hadn't 
been done since the early days of EA's Archon for 
the C-64, Back then it was a subculture photo of 
the three Free Fall Associates in black garb. Cool! 

—Mike Davila 

= ea 

= 

Escape From Monster Manor shows 
; some of the potential 3D0 has. 

PRODUCT INFO Ww OVERALL RATING wv 

PRICE: $59.99 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: EASY 

COMPANY: 

3 a CO) NIN Ca) 

1450 FASHION ISLAND BLVD. 

SAN MATEO, CA 94404 

PHONE: (800) 245-4545 

GRAPHICS 9 

Aside from the Wolf 3D look, 

this is the closest you’re going 

to get to having a haunted 

house in your living room. 

Make sure that you turn down 

all the lights in the room be- 

fore you sit down and play. | 

guarantee you'll jump right out 

of your seat a couple times. 

SOUND/MUSIC 9 

| just need to know one 

thing. Could the designers of 

the game have gotten a little 

more nauseating with the ef- 

fects? The audio is incredibly 

realistic. | actually started to 

feel bad for the person being 

tortured every time | heard 

that sound effect. 

PLAYABILITY 6 

A little on the disappointing 

side. There seemed to be a 

slight delay at times when you 

tried to move around. The 

other problem was that it was 

way too easy. A difficulty set- 

ting would have been greatly — 

appreciated, though the ability 

to practice any level was cool. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 

BANG fFIiBUCK 

THE LOWDOWN 
What? No other platform versions of 
this game are available? I’m flab- 
bergasted! Finally, a 3D0 game that 
actually only exists for the 3D0 sys- 
tem. It really is nice to see an origi- 
nal title instead of a port-over. 
There are only a handful of good 
3D0 games out there, and this is 

one that you must add to your ane- 
mic 3D0 software collection. 



» an name is Melkhor and you have been 
awakened from hibernation to embark 

on a fantastic adventure. You travel from the 
far reaches of space to the planet Kether. 
There you must find the princess Eta Carene 
and rescue her from the clutches of the evil 
Khork, The Master of Darkness. 

After a stunning opening intro with beauti- 
fully crisp, photo-realistic graphics that ex- 
plain the involved story line, you must choose 
the temple you wish to challenge first. Once 

PRICE: $49.98 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM 

COMPANY: PHILIPS CD-I 

\ 2 LOS ANGELES, CA 90025 

TEN PHONE: (800) 824-2567 

} 
the selection is made, you must pilot your 
ship, the Anterte, toward your destination in 

another amazing display of CD-i graphics. 
Conquer all five temples, rescue the princess 
(stay alive) and you'll win the game. 

WHEN DO | SHOOT? Once set on your 

chosen path, get ready for a fantastic roller- 
coaster ride. The first mistake | made was in- 
stinctively pressing the “action” button to 
shoot at the asteroids coming my way. When 
nothing happened, | checked my cable con- 

Travel from the temples of Hochmatt, Geburah, Netzach, Hod and Malkuth to 

find the princess. 

11111 SANTA MONICA BLVD. 

SYSTEM Y GAME v PRODUCT INFO W 

nection. It was hooked up fine. In these levels 

you are not supposed to shoot at anything. 
Just glide along and grab those green globes 
for an energy boost. 

Many gamers might be bothered by the 
fact that you can’t shoot at the so-called “ene- 
mies.” | found it a refreshing change from the 

all-too-similar shooters that | find myself 

playing. | understand that Kether is extremely 
popular in Europe, where gamers are not as 
concerned about constantly shooting and 
blowing things up. 

ENTER THE TEMPLE! Once you've 
made your way through two levels of harrow- 
ing spaceflight and intense navigation, you 
must solve a mysterious puzzle. The puzzles 
are pretty strange, with very sharp 3-D graph- 
ics that give the games an odd, lifelike ap- 

pearance. Nothing on the screen tells you 
what to do. The puzzle simply appears and a 
timer starts to run down. Once you figure out 
the goal, they're pretty easy to solve. These 
“intermission” games actually brought back 
some childhood memories of stuff like Con- 
centration and that old standby Simon. 

TEMPLES OF DOOM 
Once inside the temples, you must find a 

secret video message from the Princess Eta 
Carene that will help you locate her. Using the 
auto-mapping feature will get you through 



GRAPHICS 

Pilot your way through in- 

credible backgrounds: aster- 

oids, alien landscapes and 

Death Star-like trenches. The 

story sequences feature 
beautiful chrome-metal star- 

ship interiors and imagina- 

tive costume design. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

A fantastic musical score good 

bs enough for an epic science- 

Pilot your ship, the Anterte, through the treacherous terrains _ | fiction film. And there are two 

leading to the. temples. | hours’ worth on the CD. The 
é “| sound effects are equally su- 

perb. The villain’s voice is the 

most intense I’ve heard since 

Darth Vader himself. 

PLAYABILITY 

Immediately get used to the 

fact that you won't be shooting 

anything, and you'll be fine. 

Simply dodge anything that 

comes at you. Infiltrating the 

temples requires some pa- 

tience with the jumpy graph- 

ics—just watch your map. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 
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GRAPHICS 

Cool graphics, but not that 

much better than the Gene- 

sis. Bummer, right? Sixty- 

four bits should have taken 

this game over the top. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

Brian Eno house music does 

not go with space aliens on 

our planet. It’s best to play 

this one with your stereo on. 

a oF a loa of course 

PLAYABILITY 

The Raiden Supersonic At- 

tack Fighter moves a little 

slowly, and since the mis- 

siles being sprayed at you 

are tough to dodge, it’s too 

bad it doesn’t haul butt. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 
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Firm THREAT - The tip side of mainstream 
cinema. An in-your-face look at alternative, 
cult, underground and downright weird flicks 
from a whole new generation of filmmakers. 
One year (6 issues) only $11.85. A 50% 
savings off the annual cover price. © 

RapPaces - The Magazine With an 
Attitude is the ultimate hip-hop magazine 
that tells it like it is! Written by and for the 
rap generation. One year (9 issues) only 
$19.95...a 36% savings off the annual 
cover price. 

| 

TRADING Carbs - More than a price guide, 
TRADING Carbs provides investment advice 
and market information for today’s collectors, 
including top investment sets and singles lists 

| and the latest in industry news. We cover all ICKY; 
four major sports with reviews of old and new VIDEO L 
card releases and profiles of hot new stars. Gveswan 
One year (12 issues) only $17.95...a 57% pe 
savings off the annual cover price. 

Rip - Hot rock, hot stars and behind:-the- 
_ scenes looks at tee creative genius. | 

ly $24. UW 
"save 47% off the annual cover price. 

Yes! Start my subscription as indicated below. If| LF.P., Inc. Subscription Dept. P.O. Box 16598, N. Hollywood, CA 91615 

@ subscribe to all four titles, I'll get an extra $4 
discount off the already low prices. If | subscribe to three N 

of the publications, I'll get an extra $3 discount, and a am 
two-subscription order nets a $2 discount. 

CI Fitm THREAT - One year (6 ISSUES)... see 
Save $12.09 off the annual cover price F F 

LJ RapPaces - One year (9 iSSUCS).....reeeeees F City/State/Zi 
Save $11.55 off the annual cover pric 

Ci Trapine Carps - One year (12 issues)........ 
Save $24.05 off the annual cover pric: 

CIRtp - One year (12 issues)...... ate a L # 
Save $22.93 off the annual cover 5 

Total Subscription Cost 
Multiple-subscription discounts Signature 
($2, $3 or $4) 

TOTAL DUE LESS DISCOUNTS 

Address 

Se Oe ———————————————————— 

(JPayment Enclosed Charge My ([IVisa [IMC 

Exp. 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE ON UNMAILED ISSUES IF NOT SATISFIED! Foreign add $10 per subscription. 
Make checks payable to L.F.P., Inc. Your first issue will arrive in 6 to 8 weeks. WATCH FOR IT! 

Offer expires June 22, 1994 JOQA4 
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Ocean of ve 

Phone: (408) 954-0201 
Moves slow, but the little dinosaurs are 
really cute. The big ones are scary but 
blastable. Nice shocker of a gun—don’t for- 
get the 12-gauge. Basically, Jurassic Park 
looks good, but isn’t too exciting. 

PRESS START 

Capcom USA 
Phone: (408) 774-0500 

Really cute and plays like other average 
games of the soccer variety, but with the big 
MM. Each member of the team moves the 
same...and really slowly. It’s not realistic 
and not too much fun to play. 

TEGAHAM O08 1204728 gupeislesl a1 

€-2 i Fig 

MICRO REVIEWS w SNES & Game Boy 

Virgin 
Phone: (714) 833-8710 

For those who are into gambling, this is 
probably a very rad game. But I’m not into 
gambling without some real dough on the 
table. It’s good that you have to become a 
high roller to go into certain areas. And it’s 
also cool that you can bet on horse races. 

Taito 

Phone: (708) 520-9280 

A rare good game for the Game Boy lately. 
You drive fast to catch a crook, ram him off 
the road and get the money back. It’s a sim- 
ple car chase game; it’s also very easy on 
this particular gaming system. 

Ocean of America 

Phone: (408) 954-0201 

A pretty good go-right game with good 
graphics. The way Dennis jumps is pretty 
cool. He even jumps on shelves. A lot of 
interesting objects to shoot and to avoid, 
like bowling balls and a nice squirt gun too. 

Konami Inc. 

Phone: (708) 215-5100 

Excellent! Plays just like the arcade game. 
Can’t think of having more fun without rub- 
ber chickens. An improvement over the 
Genesis version. You can choose levels, 
from missions 1 through 6. Watch the glass 
break and the bullets spray. 



VES! Start my subscription to VIDEOGAMES 
@ Magazine at the amazing low price 

of only $19.95 for the next 12 issues and send my hot 
new VipEOGaMEs T-shirt right away! Not only do I save 

$39 off the annual newsstand price, my T-shirt is VioEoGaMEs T-shirts are printed front and 
absolutely FREE! back. All T’s are 100% cotton, black with 

multicolor design on back and VioEOGAMES 
logo on left front. X-large size only. 

OPAYMENT ENCLOSED 

CHARGE MY OVISA OMC 

ADDRESS # EXP. 

CITYSTATEZIP___— SS CSIGNATURE 
MONEY BACK ON UNUSED PORTIONS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS IF NOT SATISFIED! Foreign add $10. Make checks payable to 

L.F.P., Inc. Basic subscription price: $19.95. Your first issue will arrive in 6 to 8 weeks. WATCH FOR IT! 

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 22, 1994 DOQAA 

Please send free information and APRIL ’94 SURVEY 
literature on items circled below EXPIRES JUNE 22, 1994, please circle only one answer per question 

101 121 141 161 181 1.Age: a) 11o0runder b) 12-14 c) 15-17. d) 18-24 
102 122 142 162 182 e) 25-34 f) over 34 

ae beg Nos be = 2. How many games do you own? 

105 425 145 165 185 a) 1-5 b) 6-10 C) 11-15 d) 16+ e) none 

3. On average, how many games do you rent in a month? 106 126 146 166 186 . ge, yg ¥ $ 
107 127 147 167 187 a) 1-5 b) 6-10 c)11-15 d) 16-20 
108 128 148 168 188 e) 21 or more f) none 

109 129 149 169 189 4. How often do you play arcade games? 

v i Mes oe Leg a) every day b) 2 to 3 times per week 
412 132 152 172 192 c) once a week d) once a month or less 
113 133 153 173 193 e) never play arcade games _ | 
114 134 154 174 194 5. When buying or renting games, what is your preferred 
115 135 155 175 195 category? 

- 2 tft - a) Sports b) Action c) Fighting d) Shooting 
118 138 158 178 198 : e) RPG f) Adventure g) Puzzle/strategy 
419 139 159 179 499 9. Video-game system(s) owned: a) NES b) SNES 
120 140 160 180 200 c) Genesis d) TG-16/Duo e) NeosGeo 

eee 9) Jaguar h) 3D0 i) Sega CD 
What article in this issue did you like the most? 

a) Game Reviews b) Press Start c) Tips & 
Address Tricks d) Global Gaming _ e) Sports Wire 
—.- f) Game Previews g) MKi// Behind the Scenes 
City h) MKIlI Strategy i) Wolf 3D/JP Strategy 
TT 8, Reason for requesting information regarding 
State/Zip advertised products: 

a) current purchase b) future purchase 
| c) reference 

Name rie 
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Phone: (408) 473-9400 

Video pinball meets Dungeons & Dragons? If 
you read the story line to this game, that’s 
exactly what you'll think. Dragon’s Revenge 
is a cool twist on pinball. You can access 
different sublevels by destroying different 
seal ules on the playfield. 

TecMagik 

Phone: (415) 637-1350 

It’s always good to see a favorite theme 
make its way to video games, but when that 
theme isn’t as good as you'd expected, it’s 
always a disappointment. This video game 
seems to be a bit uninspired and lackluster. 
Bak makes a aoe tenia) though. 

MICRO 
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ORG PLAYER START 

TRO PLAYER STAKT 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

Psygnosis 

Phone: (617) 497-5457 

Don’t let the cute name and graphics fool 
you. This game contains the best elements 
of other Psygnosis titles. The controls are 
also great, and the frantic pace of the game 
play makes it a highly addictive game worth 
any gamer’s library. Definitely a sleeper. 

ities 

Data East 

Phone: (408) 286-7080 

Clean graphics accurately replicate our 
comic-book heroes, though the characters 
could have been slightly larger, making 
them easier to see. The playability is repeti- 
tive and not unique by any fashion. You can 
easily pass this one up. 

REVIEWS w Genesis & Game Gear 

teria m 

team 
trad ere, 

hicepira 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

Tengen 
Phone: (408) 473-9400 

The latest cartridge version of “the game 
that won’t disappear” won’t disappoint 
Genesis owners. There is plenty of action for 
die-hard Persia fans and the few newcom- 
ers, but, if you already own a version, there 
isn’t enough new here 2 buy yet another. 

AVAILABLE: NOW 

Codemasters USA Inc. 

Phone: (212) 984-0714 

You won’t need the refined taste of a video- 
game veteran to appreciate the quality of 
Micro Machines. The two-player, one-Game 
Gear mode may not be perfect, but it uses 
the hardware in an extremely creative fash- 
ion, which should always be encouraged. 



> ‘START 
* OPTION 

Psygnosis 
Phone: (617) 497-5457 

Solve strange puzzles with the weirdest 
alien since E.T. Puggsy moves so realisti- 
cally, you'll swear the designers modeled 
him (her? it?) after an actual creature. The 
colorful cartoonlike space battle is possibly 
the best intro for a Sega CD game ever! 

Psygnosis 
Phone: (617) 497-5457 

This may as well be the game version of the 
movie Fantastic Voyage. Amazing graphics 
accompany your journey into the body of 
Cybertech’s chief executive. Save his life by 
shooting evil germs and invasive probes. A 
wild ride with a stunning CD soundtrack. 

i cniat 

CREAT 

MICRO REVIEWS w SEGA CD 

Core Design 

Phone: (714) 833-8710 

Realistic sound and intense 3-D simulation 
make this the best helicopter shooter for any 
system. With ten unique operations to choose 
from and 360 degrees in which to fly, AH-3 
ThunderStrike has great replay value. Truly 
an intense experience. Highly recommended. 

Sega CD By 

Sony Imagesoft 
Phone: (310) 449-2999 

Incredible 3-D backgrounds and digitized 
actors make this game beautiful to look at 
but a disappointment to play. The full-motion 
video from Coppola’s Dracula movie is 
muddy and almost unwatchable. However, 
the gross-looking adversaries are cool to kill. 

Sega CD 3B 

Virgin Games 

Phone: (714) 833-8710 

Essentially the cartridge version with some 
improved graphics and, of course, great CD 
sound. There’s no lag for access time in the 
amusing opening cartoon sequence. Chuck 
Rock is hilarious and could give Fred 
Flintstone an acting lesson or two. 

, 0000%29S 
aa St 

coo 3 
Virgin Games 

(coro) 

Phone: (714) 833-8710 
Intense graphics, mind-blowing sound, great 
game play and the techno-rock music was 
winner of ViocoGames’ award for the best CD 
soundtrack of 1993. What more can you ask? 
Full-motion sequences from The Terminator 
add to the mood of this must-play Sega CD. 



Philips, $49.98 
Phone: (800) 824-2567 

Inca is one part RPG, one part adventure, 
one part educational and one part shooter. 
This strange combination actually makes for 
some great game play. Learn the secret of 
the Incas’ hidden powers of Energy, Matter 
and Time. 

Philips, $49.98 
Phone: (800) 824-2567 

Afraid to lose a bundle at the track? Playing this in- 
teractive horse-racing game is like getting an edu- 
cation in gambling, complete with incredible 
graphics and full-motion video of some amazing 
races. The sound effects put you right in the action. 
The only thing missing is the smell of the horses. 

REVIEWS w PHILIPS CD-i 

Philips, $34.98 (00 
Phone: (800) 824-2567 

All you need is smoky atmosphere and free 
drinks to create the ambiance of Las Vegas. 
Play roulette, blackjack, slots or craps with pho- 
torealistic graphics. Start with $500 and try your 
luck with actual odds from Caesars. Overall, a 

ween [NTERNATIONAL momen 

PHILIPS INTERACTIVE MEDIA FRANCE 

PATHE INTERACTIVE 

Philips, $49.98 
Phone: (800) 824-2567 

International Tennis Open uses digitized 
actors for realistic game play and incredible 
CD sound right from the court. No exaggera- 
tion—this is the best tennis game in any for- 
mat! Not just a game, this is a true tennis 
simulation. Highly recommended 

y es UL has ig. i 
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Philips, $34.98 
Phone: (800) 824-2567 

Eugene Levy (of Second City TV and movies) 
hosts this hilarious golf game that has the 
fun and skill of miniature golf with the added 
entertainment of cartoon interaction. Choose 
your cartoon companion and complete some 
truly wacky holes. Fun for kids and adults. 

Philips, $49.98 
Phone: (800) 824-2567 

Voyeur may be the greatest full-motion mystery 
video game ever! Starring Robert Culp and Grace 
Zabriskie (Twin Peaks), this is topnotch enter- 
tainment. A must-play for CD-i owners. Contains 
intense sex and violence and is not for kids. 
(Doesn’t that make you want to play it more?!) 
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Cal Ripkin Jr. Baseball Mindscape 

Roger Clemens’ MVP Baseball LUN Ltd. 
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Password Backup 
Battery Backup 
Exhibition Mode 
League/Season Play 
Tournament | 
Instant Replay | 
Team Construction | 
League Construction 
Simulation Mode 
Arcade Mode 
1 2 3W4 = S5players 
Official License 
Substitutions 

ho would have thought the coast of northern California 

that you could officially for the ultimate in golf chal- 
license a golf course? Well, lenges. You'll be able to go up 
seeing is believing with the new against 48 top golfers in tourna- 

_ Sega Sports title Pebble Beach ment play or 

Golf Links. Take a virtual visit to a bud in the Skins Game. The 

ten is. 

Password Backup! 
Battery Backup 
Exhibition Mode 

_ League/Season Play | 
‘Tournament 
Instant Replay 
Team Construction 

Simulation Mode 
Arcade Mode — 
1 2 3W4 = 5players | 
Official License 
Substitutions 

tt f Right moves 
Up f Boum rotete 

The bell is Zin. below the cup, 4 tt. owag 

| Password Backup 
| Battery Backup 
| Exhibition Mode 

League/Season Play 
Tournament 

{ Instant Replay 
| Team Construction 

League Construction j 
Simulation Mode (egies 
Arcade Mode ie 
1 2V3W4 = 5players 
Official License 
Substitutions 

Password Backup 
Battery Backup 
Exhibition Mode il 
League/Season Play ce 
Tournament on 
Instant Replay vA b ' i 
Team Construction ae. ee i) # ss 3 ~ 
League Construction i. focummen ce mare Sue ~ ae F 
Simulation Mode Ss 
Arcade Mode | 
1 2 3W4 _ Splayers | 
Official License 2 
Substitutions 



Password Backup 
Battery Backup eae YOu C 100SE 
Exhibition Mode lween. | GRAPHICS 
League/Season Play ic ae Rie : 
Tournament Nice digitized pictures and clean 

Instant Replay eeelaes Pa menu screens, but the actual 
Team Construction E 5 3 

League Construction gaimie graphics alg prety low es 

| Simulation Mode a U and there is no track “radar. 
Arcade Mode : 10° _—s There are no roadside hazards 
V2 3 4 Siplayers Wfyouso _ except flat “barriers” that will 
Official License : a i h 
Substitutions 0 has elaht  _—« send your surrogate biker flying 

over the handle bars if you run 

over them. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

The music features some 

engaging themes but | wish 

it could be turned off while 

racing. The sound effects 

include the standard motor- 

cycle noises, but for some 

SO: E - possible re S reason your competitor’s A-COURSE °° @s"25"s771 pan) [ : j 
Bae co 2 allows you to bui 5 with bikes sound like mopeds. 

es o-LaPiO’ 19°677 — O:14°15") Teeter andiing arrele 
Posiion 3 

PLAYABILITY 

No two ways about it, this 

game is hard to control and 

you're going to have to prac- 

tice a lot to be competitive. 

Use the Time Trial mode to 

race alone until you can nav- 

igate each course in your 

dead sleep. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS 
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ies os . ©) GRAPHICS 
Cool scaling and rotation, al- 

though the play is slower 

than when the standard over- 

head view is used. Wide va- 

riety of pitching animations, 

slides and batting stances 

gives the game a nice look. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

Good intro and menu music, 

but shoot the organ player. 

And where did those bizarre 

sound effects come from? 

(My guess is a Bruce Lee or 

Godzilla flick.) The speech is 
Password Backup 
Battery Backup 
Exhibition Mode 
League/Season Play 
Tournament 
Instant Replay 
Team Construction 
League Construction 
Simulation Mode 
Arcade Mode 
1V2 3 4 _ 5 Players 

clean, but it sounds like a 

different person was used for 

each sample. 

PLAYABILITY 

While the control is good, 

fielding in manual mode is 

tough, since there is no indica- 

tion of which fielder you are 

controlling. The game selects 

the closest defender, but when 

the ball is between two infield- 

ers, you’re not always control- 

ling the player you expect. 

EDITORS RATINGS 

Official License 
Substitutions 

co Sr +] 

BANG TH BUCK 

4, 

| coally: liked SBL i's scaling, 
rotating infield and thought this 
NCAA \ook worked so well that it 
should have been used for the 
entire game. SBL // is fun to play, 
but its limited number of teams 
and stadiums and lack of any 
major league licensing limit iS 
long-term appeal. 

SUBLECE SJALECO | SJALECO 



ardball 
Il arrives 

for the SNES 
courtesy of Mind 
Span, the same 
development 
house that pro- 
duced the Gene- 
sis version. On 
the surface, Ac- 
colade’s flagship 

Sports product appears identical across the plat- 
forms, but there are a Surprising number of differ- 
ences between the SNES and Genesis carts. 

The most obvious of these is found (or rather, 

not found) in the game's title: Al Michaels no 
longer announces Hardball ill, as he did for the PC 
and Genesis versions. The SNES game features no 
play-by-play whatsoever, other than the basic calls 
trom the umpires. While Al’s vocals where a bit 
scratchy on the Genesis, | enjoyed the play-by- 
play feature and had expected a more refined ver- 
sion on the SNES, due to its superior sound chip. 

Fortunately, the next notice- 
able change is for the better: 
HB JiLis now licensed by the 

> Major League Baseball Players 
Association and includes com- 
plete rosters for every team, 
instead of the fictitious players 
found in the Genesis version, 

' Official team names and Jogos aré not included, 
Sinice.there 1S no Major League Baseball license, but 
a. powerful team and: player editor lets you make 
modifications to your heart's content. 

v7, The editor, however, clearly points out the 
Xv SNES version's most heinous omission; the bat- 

“tery backup featured in the Genesis cartridge. 
» What.good is’ it'to*havé-an editor. to. modify team 
‘and player names and statistics IF YOU CAN'T 
» SAVETHE CHANGES?! League play information 
\ must now:be saved and: restored using a pass- 
word system, which doesnt allow you to save a 
amerin progress. 
“Thankfully, the features which “have always 

made the Hardball series one of my. favorites are 
still intact, HB V/s interface, which originated with 

\~ elhe Commodore 64 version; continues to.be-one 
f the most elegant ever devised for a baseball 

Password Backup 
Battery Backup 
Exhibition Mode 
League/Season Play 
Tournament 
Instant Replay 
Team Construction 
League Construction 
Simulation Mode 
Arcade Mode 
1 4 
Official License 
Substitutions 

5 players 

NNANNS. AN. NA ON 

PRODUCT INFO Ww 

143 Cel HNN 

AVAILABLE: NOW. 

DIFFICULTY: ADJUSTABLE 

COMPANY: 

(NEGO) WNP) 3 

5300 STEVENS CREEK BLVD. 

SAN JOSE, CA 95129 

PHONE: (408) 985-1700 

conjunction with clear pop-up menu boxes, give 
you complete and realistic control of the game 
without having to memorize the entire manual. 
The classic Hardball! “behind the pitcher” view- 
point is still there, along with the now-standard 
“in the batter's box” view. Exclusions from the 
Genesis version aside, Hardbal/ on the SNES still 
plays one of the best games of baseball around. 

imeup nu BRSE fj 
38 Fietcher 285 5 16 § Ho 
z wc 

¥<| aa Player Editor ast 
RE Oxf + oe 

OVERALL RATING v 

GRAPHICS 

Beautifully rendered ballparks 

and players make you feel like 

you’re there. New MLBPA li- 

cense allows for digitized pic- 

tures of players. The ball anima- 

tion is much improved over the 

Genesis version, but fielder ani- 

mations are still a bit choppy. 

SOUND/MUSIC 

Clear speech, but no play-by- 

play. Background music 

sounds like it’s played on an 

organ, but doesn’t include 

any typical ballpark themes. 

Includes standard baseball 

sound effects and good 

crowd noise. 

PLAYABILITY 

Great interface allows you to 

jump in and play without 

consulting the manual. The 

detailed options screen al- 

lows novices to be competi- 

tive early and then add real- 

ism as their skills develop. 

Player control is excellent. 

EDITORS’ RATINGS © 
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THE LOWDOWN 
A great-playing baseball game in 
the Hardball tradition, featuring 
superb graphics, control and a 
host of options. The addition of the 
MLBPA license is a big plus, but 
the elimination of the battery 
backup and play-by-play commen- 
tary found in the Genesis version 
is a major disappointment. 



Four Products 

That Kick/Butt! 
Street Fighter II. 
a Eialtar il Turbo. 

Available for: 
Genesis™ & Super Nintende™ The Fighter 

The only controkp spe messse? 
Fighter Serect Fighter, 1 ia tess tee ed 
with all 4@ caacial fighting m mo 

preprogrammed into it! 

Simple to use! Just move the 8 posi- 
tion switch to your character and 

use the four extra nen ns Been (C,D,E,F) to activate 

Switch Character C Button D Button E Button F Button 

0 Ryu/Ken Fireball Dragon Punch Hurricane Kick Flying Hur. Kick For-use on Sega Genesis™ 

1 e-Honds 100d Sup Head BURG Head Huet. Summa (OG ‘. Honda and Slap ead Butt Rig ead Butt Le umo Smash . 
1 Blanka Electricity Rolling Attack Right — Rolling Attack Left Vertical Rolling Attack ane. aes ar with ares 

2 Guile Flash Kick Sonic Boom Right Sonic Boom Left Dance & Punch 

2 - M.Bison Head Stomp Psycho Crusher Right Psycho Crusher Left Scissor Kick Features TurboFire and durable cone 

3 Chun-Li Lightning Kick Whirlwind Kick Fireball Right Fireball Left struction for long lasting playability! 
4 Zangief Spinning Clothesline Spinning Pile Driver Turbo Clothesline Spinning Pile Driver Full size X,Y,Z buttons i or eas 
5 Dhalsim  ” Yoga Flame Yoga Fire Yoga Teleport Right Yoga Teleport Left gameypey! 

6 _ Balrog Dash Punch Right Dash Punch Left Turn Punch Dash Uppercut 

| Vega Wall Leap Claw Dive Claw Roll Right Claw Roll Left 

Super PRO 
Programmable Control Modul 

Avaliable for: 

Genesis™ & Su 

Turns your contr : @ ) t MODE FUNCTION] 

stick into a programmable@gne _ Super Pro 
troller! Sroarommeacie (otre! Merae. : 

Program uP to 64 §  ( sie = , 

i High quality) durableconstructiomsix buttomcontrol 
K pad foryour Super Nintendo! 

Just program i itt % 3 Yor , mn proy ogra | your controller Features: variable speed Turbo-Fire & Slo-Motion! 
te do just abe iia —- i wnt it to Compatible with all Super Nintendo and Super Famicom 

2 ture uset Never systems world-wide! 
loses prg 

a free catalog send $1.00 for postage to: Innovation - P.O. Box 360, Old Saybrook, CT 06475 (203)395-3090 9 
Ma and Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. SNES and Super Nintendo are trademarks,of Nintendo Of America. Mortal Kombat is a trademark of Midway Manufacturing Company. Street : 
ghter ll, Turbo, Championship Edition:are trademarks of Capcom, USA, Inc. Innovation products aréndtdesigned manufactured, sponsored, or endorsed by any of, the above companies. 

Photos by Daniel, M. Studio, Westbrook, CT. 

~ Genesis, Sega CD, Super Nintendo, 3D0, Jaguar 
TurboGrafx, Nintendo, Game Gear, Game Boy, Lynx 
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Mega Driv 
Eight Megab 

In a time whe 
scrolling shooti 
seem to be a dying br 
refreshing to see 
shooter come out t 
new life into the ge 
means is this a f 
shooter, but you w 
money's worth. The ¢ 
two different modes 
(American and Japanest 

--eae «American mode has bom! 
Se weeepeaey use in tight situation 

Japanese mode, yc 

have any bombs 
when you destroy ¢ 
enemy, a capsule com 

mee that will add to the m 
sam the side. When this 

reaches a certain point 
femme another option to tur 
ceme §6poth versions yo 

orbitals that you can 
wide-angle firing or 

abies centrated fire. This 
useful when switchi 
and forth between bo 
drones. 

SeOzES50 

WT Ly but unfortunately, it 
those games that al 
unforgiving. For an Fe 

with reflexes that aren't as fast as they used 
destruction is a bit hard to swallow. By that 

| i 



t+ Famicon 
n Megabits 

make them fat and round and then add the label SD to the original name 
se. Choose which characters to use in battle in order to have the maximum effe 

KOEI 
Mega Drive 

16 
Megabits 

From the makers of great simulation comes another one 
turing Nobunaga, a figure from Japanese history famous for being a great leader in 

‘Mot the only Key to victory. Your political skill is important, as well as shrewd planning, 
owertul enough to repel any attack. 
The game mixes in lots of short animation sequences with changing music to keep th 

‘Gaia Gensoki Super Famicon 
= 16 Megabits 
a) From the creators of SoulBlazer 

comes another hot action/RPG. The style of play is very similar to the 
® original, but has a lot more variation than before. This time you play as Tem, a young boy with a sixth sense. He has the 

ability to See things that are invisible to normal people. He ca 
® onysically touching them. He attacks creatures with the help 

nalso use telekinesis and pull things towards himself without | 
of his staff. If things are getting too hot for our hero, he can 

i change into a mystical warrior who can easily defeat the inhabitants of the dungeon with his trusty sword. But in order to | 
H change into the knight, he has to find a certain spot in the dungeon where the mystical energy is strong enough to create a 

portal. During the journey, Tem will meet many people who will accompany him and soon discover that he is the warrior of 
light. Can you find the light? 

The character is very responsive to movement and is a joy to play, unlike many other games. One complaint is that it might 
m be a little bit too easy, but that is minor compared to all the things that you can otherwise do. The game really shines if you | 

© Viake into account all the puzzles that you have to solve along 
7 town and get the cay ho) that you may have mest 

— 

television. The fantastic an 

the way. If you get stuck anywhere you can always go back to 

Super Famicon oe 
Unknown Megabits 

ae For big animation fans, here comes a video game that 
/ you will enjoy, “V” stands for victory (of course), and V Gundam is the newest Gundam to enjoy a hit run on Japanese 

imation has translated into a great action game. The characters are so large that they fill the 

screen, which makes the action hyperintense. The sound just adds to an already great-looking game. 
You fly the robot Gundam against various other mechs and try to destroy them before you are shot down. You have 

+ aselection of weapons that you can change to best suit the situation or mech that you are facing. If things are getting 
too tight on the ground, take to the air and fire away at anything that moves—kind of like if you were in a firing range. 

| To do real damage to the other mechs, go in close and swing the laser saber, but be careful, because the enemy robots 

| are similarly armed. If you don't pay attention you can become a pile of scrap metal very quickly. 



’ Phantasy Star IV: The 
0 Ie a End of the Millennium 

CULTURE BRAIN 

Super Famicom 
Eight Megabits 

This is an RPG that is vast in scope. You start off as a - 
young man Named Richard who is traveling north to stop the (| S| 
evil and cruel reign of Queen Katherine. You begin your quest - he.’ 

for justice alone, but others —* tt 
quickly join your party in the «a 
fight for freedom. At the end of 1% 
the game you can have up to 16 
different groups of 16 people 
fighting for you—that’s well = 
over 200 different characters. 

: SEGA OF JAPAN 
‘ Mega Drive 

24 Megabits 

The story line of PS /V is set as a Sequel to the 
| previous Phantasy Star and takes place 1,000 years later... 
You play as Rudy, a young monster hunter. As you begin -%, 
to take on various tasks, the story line unfolds and you.” 
realize what is wrong with the planet and what you must 
do in order to save it. Throughout the game, you meet 
many people who will join your party. However, not all ihe 
characters have noble reasons for accompanying you, 

What's even more amazing is x". The game has a lot of new options that make gameplay 
that each character has a name Es a lot smoother. Plus, the powered-up graphics and cool animation Sequences make 
and siatistics to go along with it. = the game a real treat to play. Even the sound will blow you away. PS /V has an option 
The characters will develop and a ™ that allows you to set the attacking pattern to whatever you choose. 
be able to evolve to a different Z PS IV also features many cool vehicles that make moving around a lot easier. If 
class if their levels become high spr you play only one RPG this year, make sure its Phantasy Siar IV. 

enough. Instead of trying to raise | ee ghee a 
the level of only four or five ‘ostaeemetenes Meeks 5 ; . 
people, you command many S 
more, and the success of your atenno ometsu 
quest will depend on how well 
you manage to develop your 
party. ei iy e KODANSHA 

_ First Queen also has many 2s @ Mega Drive 
¢ Eight Megabits 

This game was delayed a whole year in order to incorpo- 
rate a new system into it. And have they succeeded? You bet! 
The game features a new weapon rental system that allows #2 
you to borrow a weapon so you can beat a boss monster that f 
was previously just too tough to beat. But you can’t forget to Fe. 
return the weapon, since you are charged gold pieces every | 

. "day that you have it. The game is done in real time, so the | 
days and nights will fly by if you're not careful. 

E Matenno Sometsu features great graphics, but the 
i a music 1s somewhat forgettable. The gameplay itself is 

ie at not as balanced as it can be. You also have to pay attention to all the mes- 
~ Beautiful Teenage me Sages, OF you will miss some important information. The expectations are high for 

Fi hter, oF this a) in Japan, and : ‘es ao see the shelves of the U, oF market. 

Sailor Moon ie 

» Classes, which should be able to keep any RPG fanatic happy § 
» while creating the ultimate fighting force. But brute force isn't 

What Will Win battles in this game (it certainly does help, } 
though). There are several formations your unit can take that 
will greatly aller the outcome of any battle. In a desperation 

© move, YOU Can take personal control of one of your fighters and ¢ 
lead your a Dp anny: A 

BANDAI 

Super Famicon ~~ 
16 Megahbits & 

This cart will probably be one of the hottest-selling games in 
Japan. It's based on a popular Japanese cartoon character—so 
popular, in fact, that it was made into a movie as well. The 
cartoon Is about Sailor Moon, who joins forces with four other 

girls to fight evil. Each girl has her own special powers. 
eS leemoeaie sane ee 2 - : There are two different modes of play: story and action- 

versus. In story mode you play one of the ive ak Sailor Moon, Sailor Mars, Sailor Jupiter, Sailor Mercury or Sailor Venus. (“Sailor’ is the type of 
uniform female Japanese students Wear when they go to school.) There is also a two-player cooperative play available in story mode. ae 

I you dont have time to play in story mode, then just have fun with the action-versus mode. Pick your favorite character and find out who is the best 
and the most beautiful. With lots of moves and items, this cart will be hard to put down once you get a hold of it. 



Get your copies 
of WiLD CARTOON KINGDOM 
#1 and #2. Complete your 

collection while 
supplies last. 

~ § RIERING 15§ 

FUNDAMENTAL » 
ids! xX * * 

Limited 
Quantities 
Order Now! 

ERR eet aan ig ae ar el, 5 a ae a let Aaplee: vine ber inl ap reniesosinmientomiee eee 
I 
l 

L.F.P., Inc. Subscription dept. P.O. Box 16598, N. Hollywood, CA 91615 

as Send me ____ copies of 
@ WILD CarToon KINGDOM Name 

| 
I 

I i I #1 (Ren & Stimpy) — $3.95 each! 
] ( Py) Address I 

I Send me copies of WILD CARTOON ; ; I 
1 | City/State/Zip I 

Kinapom #2 (Batman) — $3.95 each! 
I Payment enclosed Charge my ISA Cc ] 

| , lI 
I Total magazine cost __-__— | Card# Exp. i 

| (s&h & taxes) I 
1 TOTAL Signature i 

Make checks payable to L.F.P., Inc. Add $1.50 per copy for shipping and handling, Canadian and foreign add $2.50 per copy. Allow 4-6 weeks for order processing. | 

] California residents add 8.25%, $0.33 sales tax per each copy ordered. | 

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 22, 1994 JOQAS 

OS See ee eee ! 
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ATTENTION: INTERNS! 

VipEoGAMES Magazine is seeking a 

bright and energetic person to 

intern for the VioeoGames staff. 

Tell us about yourself, what systems 

you own and why you want to work here. 

Must be over 18 and live in the L.A. area. 

Write: 

VivEoGawes Intern, 

9171 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300, 

Beverly Hills, CA 90210 

Gar ABS 

GREAS 
Join our National DY 
° Video/Software games 20% off 
e Everything at least 10% off 
e No Shipping, Handling, or Tax 
¢ Jaguar, 3DO, Super Nintendo, 

Genesis, IBM, and Board Games 

(800) GAME - CLUB 
CIRCLE #112 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 

ADVERTISER 

ACCLAIM 

ACCLAIM 

ACCLAIM 

ATARI 

ATARI 

ATARI 

Attention Game Developers 
Cartridge Emulator 

Connect your PC to your game machine! 
Make your own video game workstation! 

16 Meg Bits Ram- $ 245.00 
24 Meg Bits Ram- $ 325.00 
RHOTECH LABS LLC. 
P.O. Box 800727, Dallas, TX, 75380 
(214) 692-1206 (Voice or Fax) 

Hardware does nat include any proprietary information on 
game machines, or game development software; not licensed 
and/or endorsed by any game manufacturer. 

CIRCLE #113 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 

Game 
BUY ° SELL * TRADE 

BEST PRICES ON ALL NINTENDO, SUPER NINTENDO, 
SEGA GENESIS & NEO GEO -- CARTS/SYSTEMS 

(201) 378-3494 
57 Hughes Street, Maplewood, NJ 07040 

You want it, we'll get it... 

CIRCLE #114 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 

SUBSCRIBE TO 

VIDEOGAMES 
THE ULTIMATE GAMING MAGAZINE 

TURN TO PAGE 17 

INTERPLAY 

NINTENDO 

SUNSOFT 

SUNSOFT 

SUNSOFT 

TENGEN 

ULTIMATE GAME CLUB 

N.G.P.E. 

Game EXCHANGE 

GAMEAHOLICS 

RHOTECH Lass 

A better way to sell used game equipment 

& PUT MORE MONEY IN YOUR POCKET! 
Forget those used game companies that only pay you a tiny 
fraction of what you deserve. First they rip you off, then they turn 
around and sell your equipment to someone else for a really high 
price! But when you join the all-new National Game Players’ 
Exchange, you sell your used games and equipment directly 
to other game players at the prices you set — and that means 
more money in your pocket! 
Here's How It Works: 

(| ® For a one-year membership fee of just $25, you'll 
receive six issues of the NGPE newsletter, the one and only 

nationwide publication with page after page of the great- 
est deals on used game equipment. It's just like the classified 
advertising section of your local news- 
paper, only every single ad is for used 
video and computer games, core sys- 
tems and accessories. All the ads are @ @ @ @ 

National Game Players' Exchange placed by NGPE members-no dealers 
allowed! 

@ As an NGPE member, you can advertise three 

items to buy, sell or trade in each issue — FREE OF CHARGE. 
@ Allyou need is a telephone and a mailbox, because 

gamers work directly with each other to get the best deals 
on used equipment. NGPE members call each other to negoti- 
ate deals, then buyers mail their payments straight to the sellers, 
and sellers mail the purchased items straight to the buyers. 
(Complete details on how to bargain successfully in each issue.) 

@ Plus! Make new friends from all over the country in 
the “Player-to-Player" pen pal section. And submit your original 

drawings and cartoons for publication. 
Your $25 membership fee can pay for itself the very first 
time you make a sale! Remember, you'll be making your own 
deals, not getting ripped off by some big company. 
Join Topay! Here's How: 

1. On a separate piece of paper, dearly print your 
name, complete address and zip code, phone number (include 
area code), and the days and times you can be reached. 

2. List up to three items you want to advertise in the 
NGPE newsletter. Include the complete name of the game or 
piece of equipment, what video or computer system it's for, and 
your asking price. (Be fair!) Specify whether you want to buy, 

sell or trade each item. Don't de- 
lay! The advertising deadline for 
the May/June issue is April 20, 
1994. Ads received after April 20 
will appear in the July/August 
issue. 

3. Mail all information, with a $25 check or money 
order made out to NGPE (U.S. funds), to: 

NATIONAL GAME PLAYERS' EXCHANGE 
Attn: New Member Dept., Suite A4 
P.O. Box 1027 
Joplin, MO 64802-1027 

Your first issue will arrive in 6 to 8 weeks. Get ready to make 
some great deals! 

CIRCLE #111 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 
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PRODUCT ® 

NBA® JAM™. The NBA and NBA Team trademarks used herein are used under license from NBA Properties, Inc. to Midway Manufacturing Company. Coin-Operated Video Game Software © 1993. Sub-Licensed from Midway® Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved. The NBA and NBA Team trademarks used herein are the exclusive property of the 

NBA Properties, Inc. and the respective Member Teams and may not be reproduced in whole or in part without the written consent of NBA Properties, Inc. NBA JAM SESSION is trademarked and owned by NBA Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo 
of America, Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America, Inc. Sega, Genesis and Game Gear are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc.® & © 1994 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Screen shots shown are taken {rom the Super NES® version of video game. 

CIRCLE #104 ON READER SERVICE CARD. 


